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Biofilm surface layer protein A (BslA)

TasA/TapA
polysacharides (eps)

BslA

BslA is essential for biofilm morphology
BslA makes the biofilm hydrophobic

Hobley et al., PNAS, 2013



Isolated BslA forms films at interfaces

Bromley et al., PNAS, 2015

fusion in E. coli. Mutation of leucine 98 to methionine was in-
troduced to aid structure determination by incorporation of ad-
ditional selenomethionine. This mutation does not affect protein
function in vivo (Fig. S3). To reduce self-assembly and aid protein
crystallization, surface lysine residues were reductively methylated
after cleavage of BslA from GST (31). Methylated BslA48–172-L98M
formed crystals in lithium sulfate solutions. Crystals of BslA
formed in space group P212121 with 10 molecules in the asym-
metric unit (Table S1). The structure was determined by a sele-
nomethionine single-wavelength anomalous dispersion experiment
to 1.9 Å resolution, and refined to an R factor of 16.5 (Rfree = 19.9)
with good stereochemistry (Table S1).
The structure of BslA consists of one 310 helix and 13 β-strands

that form two distinct faces on opposite sides of the molecule,
with strands A, B, E, and D forming one β-sheet and strands C,
F, and G creating the opposing β-sheet face (Fig. 5 A and C).
Strikingly, despite low primary sequence homology, the overall
fold clearly identifies BslA as a member of the Ig superfamily
(Fig. 5 B and D) (32). Structural homology searches using sec-
ondary-structure matching (33) reveal several members of the Ig
family that share structural features with BslA. One of the most
similar structures is the β-2 microglobulin (34) with a Z-score of
4.9 and a root mean square deviation of 2.7 Å over 84 equivalent
Cα atoms. The structure and topological organization of BslA
and β-2 microglobulin are compared in Fig. 5.
An additional, albeit smaller, three-stranded β-sheet (β-strands

CAP1, CAP2, and CAP3) straddles the two main β-sheet faces
and is positioned above the Ig fold (Fig. 5 A and C), forming an
almost flat surface. The third β-strand (CAP3) is a transient
β-strand because it only forms part of the β-sheet in some of the
monomers in the asymmetric unit (PDB ID code 4bhu). Com-
parison with other Ig proteins reveals that this β-sheet cap is
unique to BslA. Strikingly, this region displays numerous solvent-
exposed hydrophobic amino acids (Fig. 5 C and E). These un-
usual exposed hydrophobic amino acids are masked from the
solvent in the crystal structure by virtue of the crystal packing
with the other nine molecules of BslA that form the asymmetric
unit (Fig. S4). This protein packing arrangement is reminiscent
of a micelle, with the hydrophobic cap orientated toward the
center of the decamer and thus excluding solvent molecules (Fig.
S4). The total surface area of BslA is ∼6,670 Å2, and the esti-
mated area of the hydrophobic patch is about 1,620 Å2 (24% of
the total surface area) (Fig. 5E). Although the BslA fold is not
similar to that of the fungal hydrophobins, the hydrophobic cap
bears remarkable physiochemical similarity with the hydrophobic

patch observed in the crystal structure of the hydrophobin HFBII
(35) (Fig. 5F). Fungal hydrophobins are known for their high
surface activity (36), with exposed hydrophobic amino acids
forming 12% of the surface of the HFBII protein (e.g., leucines,
valines, and isoleucines, as shown in Fig. 5F).

Analysis of the Hydrophobic Cap. To investigate the role of the
extensive BslA hydrophobic cap, mutations were introduced in
the coding sequence that changed each of the exposed leucines
and isoleucines in the three β-strands (CAP1, CAP2, and
CAP3) in turn to lysine. These mutations should disrupt the
hydrophobic face at each position (Fig. 6 and Table S2). In vivo
analyses of the effects of these BslA mutations on biofilm for-
mation showed that the three leucines in the middle strand
(β-strand CAP1: L76, L77, and L79) individually had the
greatest effect on BslA function in the biofilm. Heterologous
expression of these mutant alleles could not restore wild-type
biofilm formation to the bslA mutant (Fig. 6D), as evidenced by
the flat, unwrinkled biofilms that formed. In the presence of the
L77K and L79K BslA mutant proteins the colony biofilm
remained wettable by water (Fig. 6F and Table S2). The pres-
ence of BslA protein was confirmed by Western blots of all of
the complex colonies (Fig. S5 A and B) and of pellicles formed
by the CAP1 mutants (Fig. S5C). The loss of colony hydro-
phobicity was not merely due to lack of colony complexity,
because the strain possessing the L76K mutation exhibited
a morphology near that of the bslA null mutant yet retained the
nonwetting, hydrophobic nature of the wild-type colony (Fig. 6
D and F). Of the hydrophobic residues on the outer strands
(β-strands CAP2 and CAP3), only mutating the amino acids in
the central parts of the strands (L121, L123, L153, and I155)
had any effect on BslA function. Those at the outer edges of the
strands (L119 and L124) had no observable effect on the bio-
film structure or hydrophobicity (Fig. 6 A–C). Thus, the three
hydrophobic residues along the middle CAP1 strand (L76, L77,
and L79) were selected for further analyses after recombinant
proteins containing these mutations were shown by CD spec-
troscopy to fold correctly (Fig. S6).
Mutant forms of BslA containing either a conservative change

(to isoleucine) or the introduction of an isosteric negative charge
(aspartic acid) were constructed for L76, L77, and L79 and the

Fig. 3. Analysis of bslA expression by cells forming complex colonies. (A and
B) Flow cytometry analysis of expression of (A) bslA (NRS2289; 3610, sacA::
PbslA-gfp) and (B) tapA-sipW-tasA (NRS2394; 3610, sacA::PtapA-gfp) in cells
isolated from complex colonies after 18 h of growth at 37 °C. The gray-
shaded zone represents the fluorescence observed for wild-type NCIB3610
containing no gfp. (C and D) Single-cell microscopy of cells isolated from
complex colonies carrying either the (C) PbslA-gfp (NRS2289) or (D) PtapA-gfp
(NRS2394) transcriptional reporters. (Scale bars, 10 μm.)

Fig. 4. In vitro analysis of BslA self-assembly into an elastic protein film.
Pendant droplet analysis of purified BslA42–181 protein shows elastic film
formation at the protein–oil interface. (A) A 40-μL droplet of BslA42–181 (0.2
mg/mL in 25 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7) was expelled into glyceryl tri-
octanoate, and following 20 min of equilibration compressed by retraction
of 5 μL. Wrinkles formed in the neck of the drop, indicative of film forma-
tion. (B) Film relaxation after droplet compression, as measured by loss of
surface wrinkles (expressed as the reduction in normalized grayscale values).
Wild-type BslA42–181 shown by black circles; also shown are BslA42–181 con-
taining the amino acid substitutions L76K (red circles), L77K (green tri-
angles), and L79K (yellow triangles).
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Pendant Drop: a film forms at the air/water interface Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
shows protein organisation in the film 

Figure 1.4 TEM images of BslA monolayers from Ref. [7]: (a) wt-BslA and
(b) L77K-BslA. Wt-BslA forms an ordered rectangular lattice with
lattice spacings of 4.3 and 3.9 nm. The L77K mutation strongly
reduces the order of the monolayer, even though small ordered
patches can still be observed. Reproduced from Ref. [7].

In the first section of this chapter we will discuss the energetics of adsorption and

the orientation of the protein w.r.t. the interface by making a parallel with Janus

ellipsoidal colloids, and we will show that the tilting transition observed in these

types of colloids is also observed in BslA from coarse-grained molecular dynamics

simulations. In the second section, we will use all-atom simulations to reveal

the molecular details of the BslA activity starting from its solution structure up

to the formation of the two-dimensional interfacial crystal. Firstly, will show

that the cap of BslA undergoes a conformational change upon adsorption, from

a disordered and not very hydrophobic structure in solution to an ordered and

highly hydrophobic structure at the interface. Secondly, we will propose a model

of BslA self-assembly starting from a set of protein-protein interaction identified

in the crystal structures of BslA and another protein related to BslA.

1.2 BslA as a Janus ellipsoidal colloid

1.2.1 Introduction

The geometry and surface chemistry of BslA, with a clear separation between

the hydrophobic cap and the polar immunoglobulin domain [2], is reminiscent

of that of Janus particles [9]. This similarity is also highlighted by the unit

cell of the BslA crystal structure: a decameric micelle of proteins where the
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How does BslA assemble at the interface?

Hobley et al., PNAS, 2013
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How does this film form?
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Conformational switch essential for film formation 
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BslA changes conformation upon interaction with interfaces

PDB: 4BHU

in refractive index 
matched emulsions

in solution

Circular dichroism spectroscopy 

?

Bromley et. al, PNAS, 2015



Cap region is disordered in solution

NMR secondary structure prediction based on backbone chemical shifts using d2D (Camilloni et al. Biochemistry 2012) 
or DANGLE (Cheung et al. J. Magnetic Resonance 2010)

Note: turn (T), coil (C) and loop (S) grouped into coil; both beta-structures grouped; helical structures grouped
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Solution state NMR to assess the nature of the conformational change



Cap region is disordered in solution

Use backbone chemical shifts as restraints in atomistic molecular dynamics simulation

appropriate for BslA, since there is large evidence that the cap of the protein

is unstructured in solution (the disorder is further confirmed a-posteriori by our

molecular dynamics simulations). For the restraints in our simulations we used

the NMR (neutron magnetic resonance) chemical shifts of the protein backbone

atoms, which have been determined by our group at the University of Edinburgh.

Unfortunately, because of the poor quality of the NOESY spectra from the NMR,

it was not possible to resolve the atomistic structure of the protein from the data.

New NMR experiments of BslA in solution have been recently performed, and

once the processing of the data will be completed, it will be possible to compare

the ensemble of BslA conformations from our molecular dynamics simulations

with the experimental NMR ensemble.

The energy term added to the force field takes the following form [45]

ECS = KCS

N!

i=1

6!

j=1

(δcalcij − δexpij )2 (1.7)

where the first sum runs over the protein residues and the second one over the six

backbone atoms Hα, HN , N, Cα, Cβ and C’. δexp are the experimental chemical

shifts and δcalc are the averages of the chemical shifts over the replicas, which

are calculated from the protein coordinates using the CamShift algorithm [53].

We employed four replicas, which is regarded as the optimal value to use in

these simulations [54]. In order to generate an ensemble of conformations, we

used the same simulated annealing protocol described in Ref. [54]: 100 ps of run

at T=300 K, 100 ps with the temperature linearly increasing up to T=400 K,

100 ps at T=400 K, 300 ps with the temperature linearly decreasing back to

T=300 K. At T=300 K, the energy constant of the restraints is set to KCS=24

kJ/mol, but it is decreased down to zero in the high temperature phase of the

annealing (KCS is linearly increased/decreased during the cooling down/heating

up). For the analysis of the protein ensemble, we only consider the protein

structures explored at T=300 K. This annealing protocol is necessary to allow

a fast exploration of the protein conformational space; even though we were

still unable to generate a converged ensemble of structures within the available

computational time (Fig. 1.16B). We performed two independent sets of molecular

dynamics simulations: one starting from the Lin,J conformation of BslA44−170 and

another starting from the Lout,A conformation. The initial atomic positions of

the six residues in the cap of BslA that are not resolved in chain J were obtained

from the crystal structure of the protein YweA (which was obtained by the group

24

Forcefield modified by an extra energy term

Simulated annealing protocol: T=400 K, Kcs=0 kJ/mol

T=300 K, Kcs=24 kJ/molT=300 K, Kcs=24 kJ/mol
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octanoate, and following 20 min of equilibration compressed by retraction
of 5 μL. Wrinkles formed in the neck of the drop, indicative of film forma-
tion. (B) Film relaxation after droplet compression, as measured by loss of
surface wrinkles (expressed as the reduction in normalized grayscale values).
Wild-type BslA42–181 shown by black circles; also shown are BslA42–181 con-
taining the amino acid substitutions L76K (red circles), L77K (green tri-
angles), and L79K (yellow triangles).
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fusion in E. coli. Mutation of leucine 98 to methionine was in-
troduced to aid structure determination by incorporation of ad-
ditional selenomethionine. This mutation does not affect protein
function in vivo (Fig. S3). To reduce self-assembly and aid protein
crystallization, surface lysine residues were reductively methylated
after cleavage of BslA from GST (31). Methylated BslA48–172-L98M
formed crystals in lithium sulfate solutions. Crystals of BslA
formed in space group P212121 with 10 molecules in the asym-
metric unit (Table S1). The structure was determined by a sele-
nomethionine single-wavelength anomalous dispersion experiment
to 1.9 Å resolution, and refined to an R factor of 16.5 (Rfree = 19.9)
with good stereochemistry (Table S1).
The structure of BslA consists of one 310 helix and 13 β-strands

that form two distinct faces on opposite sides of the molecule,
with strands A, B, E, and D forming one β-sheet and strands C,
F, and G creating the opposing β-sheet face (Fig. 5 A and C).
Strikingly, despite low primary sequence homology, the overall
fold clearly identifies BslA as a member of the Ig superfamily
(Fig. 5 B and D) (32). Structural homology searches using sec-
ondary-structure matching (33) reveal several members of the Ig
family that share structural features with BslA. One of the most
similar structures is the β-2 microglobulin (34) with a Z-score of
4.9 and a root mean square deviation of 2.7 Å over 84 equivalent
Cα atoms. The structure and topological organization of BslA
and β-2 microglobulin are compared in Fig. 5.
An additional, albeit smaller, three-stranded β-sheet (β-strands

CAP1, CAP2, and CAP3) straddles the two main β-sheet faces
and is positioned above the Ig fold (Fig. 5 A and C), forming an
almost flat surface. The third β-strand (CAP3) is a transient
β-strand because it only forms part of the β-sheet in some of the
monomers in the asymmetric unit (PDB ID code 4bhu). Com-
parison with other Ig proteins reveals that this β-sheet cap is
unique to BslA. Strikingly, this region displays numerous solvent-
exposed hydrophobic amino acids (Fig. 5 C and E). These un-
usual exposed hydrophobic amino acids are masked from the
solvent in the crystal structure by virtue of the crystal packing
with the other nine molecules of BslA that form the asymmetric
unit (Fig. S4). This protein packing arrangement is reminiscent
of a micelle, with the hydrophobic cap orientated toward the
center of the decamer and thus excluding solvent molecules (Fig.
S4). The total surface area of BslA is ∼6,670 Å2, and the esti-
mated area of the hydrophobic patch is about 1,620 Å2 (24% of
the total surface area) (Fig. 5E). Although the BslA fold is not
similar to that of the fungal hydrophobins, the hydrophobic cap
bears remarkable physiochemical similarity with the hydrophobic

patch observed in the crystal structure of the hydrophobin HFBII
(35) (Fig. 5F). Fungal hydrophobins are known for their high
surface activity (36), with exposed hydrophobic amino acids
forming 12% of the surface of the HFBII protein (e.g., leucines,
valines, and isoleucines, as shown in Fig. 5F).

Analysis of the Hydrophobic Cap. To investigate the role of the
extensive BslA hydrophobic cap, mutations were introduced in
the coding sequence that changed each of the exposed leucines
and isoleucines in the three β-strands (CAP1, CAP2, and
CAP3) in turn to lysine. These mutations should disrupt the
hydrophobic face at each position (Fig. 6 and Table S2). In vivo
analyses of the effects of these BslA mutations on biofilm for-
mation showed that the three leucines in the middle strand
(β-strand CAP1: L76, L77, and L79) individually had the
greatest effect on BslA function in the biofilm. Heterologous
expression of these mutant alleles could not restore wild-type
biofilm formation to the bslA mutant (Fig. 6D), as evidenced by
the flat, unwrinkled biofilms that formed. In the presence of the
L77K and L79K BslA mutant proteins the colony biofilm
remained wettable by water (Fig. 6F and Table S2). The pres-
ence of BslA protein was confirmed by Western blots of all of
the complex colonies (Fig. S5 A and B) and of pellicles formed
by the CAP1 mutants (Fig. S5C). The loss of colony hydro-
phobicity was not merely due to lack of colony complexity,
because the strain possessing the L76K mutation exhibited
a morphology near that of the bslA null mutant yet retained the
nonwetting, hydrophobic nature of the wild-type colony (Fig. 6
D and F). Of the hydrophobic residues on the outer strands
(β-strands CAP2 and CAP3), only mutating the amino acids in
the central parts of the strands (L121, L123, L153, and I155)
had any effect on BslA function. Those at the outer edges of the
strands (L119 and L124) had no observable effect on the bio-
film structure or hydrophobicity (Fig. 6 A–C). Thus, the three
hydrophobic residues along the middle CAP1 strand (L76, L77,
and L79) were selected for further analyses after recombinant
proteins containing these mutations were shown by CD spec-
troscopy to fold correctly (Fig. S6).
Mutant forms of BslA containing either a conservative change

(to isoleucine) or the introduction of an isosteric negative charge
(aspartic acid) were constructed for L76, L77, and L79 and the

Fig. 3. Analysis of bslA expression by cells forming complex colonies. (A and
B) Flow cytometry analysis of expression of (A) bslA (NRS2289; 3610, sacA::
PbslA-gfp) and (B) tapA-sipW-tasA (NRS2394; 3610, sacA::PtapA-gfp) in cells
isolated from complex colonies after 18 h of growth at 37 °C. The gray-
shaded zone represents the fluorescence observed for wild-type NCIB3610
containing no gfp. (C and D) Single-cell microscopy of cells isolated from
complex colonies carrying either the (C) PbslA-gfp (NRS2289) or (D) PtapA-gfp
(NRS2394) transcriptional reporters. (Scale bars, 10 μm.)

Fig. 4. In vitro analysis of BslA self-assembly into an elastic protein film.
Pendant droplet analysis of purified BslA42–181 protein shows elastic film
formation at the protein–oil interface. (A) A 40-μL droplet of BslA42–181 (0.2
mg/mL in 25 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7) was expelled into glyceryl tri-
octanoate, and following 20 min of equilibration compressed by retraction
of 5 μL. Wrinkles formed in the neck of the drop, indicative of film forma-
tion. (B) Film relaxation after droplet compression, as measured by loss of
surface wrinkles (expressed as the reduction in normalized grayscale values).
Wild-type BslA42–181 shown by black circles; also shown are BslA42–181 con-
taining the amino acid substitutions L76K (red circles), L77K (green tri-
angles), and L79K (yellow triangles).
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fusion in E. coli. Mutation of leucine 98 to methionine was in-
troduced to aid structure determination by incorporation of ad-
ditional selenomethionine. This mutation does not affect protein
function in vivo (Fig. S3). To reduce self-assembly and aid protein
crystallization, surface lysine residues were reductively methylated
after cleavage of BslA from GST (31). Methylated BslA48–172-L98M
formed crystals in lithium sulfate solutions. Crystals of BslA
formed in space group P212121 with 10 molecules in the asym-
metric unit (Table S1). The structure was determined by a sele-
nomethionine single-wavelength anomalous dispersion experiment
to 1.9 Å resolution, and refined to an R factor of 16.5 (Rfree = 19.9)
with good stereochemistry (Table S1).
The structure of BslA consists of one 310 helix and 13 β-strands

that form two distinct faces on opposite sides of the molecule,
with strands A, B, E, and D forming one β-sheet and strands C,
F, and G creating the opposing β-sheet face (Fig. 5 A and C).
Strikingly, despite low primary sequence homology, the overall
fold clearly identifies BslA as a member of the Ig superfamily
(Fig. 5 B and D) (32). Structural homology searches using sec-
ondary-structure matching (33) reveal several members of the Ig
family that share structural features with BslA. One of the most
similar structures is the β-2 microglobulin (34) with a Z-score of
4.9 and a root mean square deviation of 2.7 Å over 84 equivalent
Cα atoms. The structure and topological organization of BslA
and β-2 microglobulin are compared in Fig. 5.
An additional, albeit smaller, three-stranded β-sheet (β-strands

CAP1, CAP2, and CAP3) straddles the two main β-sheet faces
and is positioned above the Ig fold (Fig. 5 A and C), forming an
almost flat surface. The third β-strand (CAP3) is a transient
β-strand because it only forms part of the β-sheet in some of the
monomers in the asymmetric unit (PDB ID code 4bhu). Com-
parison with other Ig proteins reveals that this β-sheet cap is
unique to BslA. Strikingly, this region displays numerous solvent-
exposed hydrophobic amino acids (Fig. 5 C and E). These un-
usual exposed hydrophobic amino acids are masked from the
solvent in the crystal structure by virtue of the crystal packing
with the other nine molecules of BslA that form the asymmetric
unit (Fig. S4). This protein packing arrangement is reminiscent
of a micelle, with the hydrophobic cap orientated toward the
center of the decamer and thus excluding solvent molecules (Fig.
S4). The total surface area of BslA is ∼6,670 Å2, and the esti-
mated area of the hydrophobic patch is about 1,620 Å2 (24% of
the total surface area) (Fig. 5E). Although the BslA fold is not
similar to that of the fungal hydrophobins, the hydrophobic cap
bears remarkable physiochemical similarity with the hydrophobic

patch observed in the crystal structure of the hydrophobin HFBII
(35) (Fig. 5F). Fungal hydrophobins are known for their high
surface activity (36), with exposed hydrophobic amino acids
forming 12% of the surface of the HFBII protein (e.g., leucines,
valines, and isoleucines, as shown in Fig. 5F).

Analysis of the Hydrophobic Cap. To investigate the role of the
extensive BslA hydrophobic cap, mutations were introduced in
the coding sequence that changed each of the exposed leucines
and isoleucines in the three β-strands (CAP1, CAP2, and
CAP3) in turn to lysine. These mutations should disrupt the
hydrophobic face at each position (Fig. 6 and Table S2). In vivo
analyses of the effects of these BslA mutations on biofilm for-
mation showed that the three leucines in the middle strand
(β-strand CAP1: L76, L77, and L79) individually had the
greatest effect on BslA function in the biofilm. Heterologous
expression of these mutant alleles could not restore wild-type
biofilm formation to the bslA mutant (Fig. 6D), as evidenced by
the flat, unwrinkled biofilms that formed. In the presence of the
L77K and L79K BslA mutant proteins the colony biofilm
remained wettable by water (Fig. 6F and Table S2). The pres-
ence of BslA protein was confirmed by Western blots of all of
the complex colonies (Fig. S5 A and B) and of pellicles formed
by the CAP1 mutants (Fig. S5C). The loss of colony hydro-
phobicity was not merely due to lack of colony complexity,
because the strain possessing the L76K mutation exhibited
a morphology near that of the bslA null mutant yet retained the
nonwetting, hydrophobic nature of the wild-type colony (Fig. 6
D and F). Of the hydrophobic residues on the outer strands
(β-strands CAP2 and CAP3), only mutating the amino acids in
the central parts of the strands (L121, L123, L153, and I155)
had any effect on BslA function. Those at the outer edges of the
strands (L119 and L124) had no observable effect on the bio-
film structure or hydrophobicity (Fig. 6 A–C). Thus, the three
hydrophobic residues along the middle CAP1 strand (L76, L77,
and L79) were selected for further analyses after recombinant
proteins containing these mutations were shown by CD spec-
troscopy to fold correctly (Fig. S6).
Mutant forms of BslA containing either a conservative change

(to isoleucine) or the introduction of an isosteric negative charge
(aspartic acid) were constructed for L76, L77, and L79 and the

Fig. 3. Analysis of bslA expression by cells forming complex colonies. (A and
B) Flow cytometry analysis of expression of (A) bslA (NRS2289; 3610, sacA::
PbslA-gfp) and (B) tapA-sipW-tasA (NRS2394; 3610, sacA::PtapA-gfp) in cells
isolated from complex colonies after 18 h of growth at 37 °C. The gray-
shaded zone represents the fluorescence observed for wild-type NCIB3610
containing no gfp. (C and D) Single-cell microscopy of cells isolated from
complex colonies carrying either the (C) PbslA-gfp (NRS2289) or (D) PtapA-gfp
(NRS2394) transcriptional reporters. (Scale bars, 10 μm.)

Fig. 4. In vitro analysis of BslA self-assembly into an elastic protein film.
Pendant droplet analysis of purified BslA42–181 protein shows elastic film
formation at the protein–oil interface. (A) A 40-μL droplet of BslA42–181 (0.2
mg/mL in 25 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7) was expelled into glyceryl tri-
octanoate, and following 20 min of equilibration compressed by retraction
of 5 μL. Wrinkles formed in the neck of the drop, indicative of film forma-
tion. (B) Film relaxation after droplet compression, as measured by loss of
surface wrinkles (expressed as the reduction in normalized grayscale values).
Wild-type BslA42–181 shown by black circles; also shown are BslA42–181 con-
taining the amino acid substitutions L76K (red circles), L77K (green tri-
angles), and L79K (yellow triangles).
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Cap hydrophobicity affects affinity for interface
fusion in E. coli. Mutation of leucine 98 to methionine was in-
troduced to aid structure determination by incorporation of ad-
ditional selenomethionine. This mutation does not affect protein
function in vivo (Fig. S3). To reduce self-assembly and aid protein
crystallization, surface lysine residues were reductively methylated
after cleavage of BslA from GST (31). Methylated BslA48–172-L98M
formed crystals in lithium sulfate solutions. Crystals of BslA
formed in space group P212121 with 10 molecules in the asym-
metric unit (Table S1). The structure was determined by a sele-
nomethionine single-wavelength anomalous dispersion experiment
to 1.9 Å resolution, and refined to an R factor of 16.5 (Rfree = 19.9)
with good stereochemistry (Table S1).
The structure of BslA consists of one 310 helix and 13 β-strands

that form two distinct faces on opposite sides of the molecule,
with strands A, B, E, and D forming one β-sheet and strands C,
F, and G creating the opposing β-sheet face (Fig. 5 A and C).
Strikingly, despite low primary sequence homology, the overall
fold clearly identifies BslA as a member of the Ig superfamily
(Fig. 5 B and D) (32). Structural homology searches using sec-
ondary-structure matching (33) reveal several members of the Ig
family that share structural features with BslA. One of the most
similar structures is the β-2 microglobulin (34) with a Z-score of
4.9 and a root mean square deviation of 2.7 Å over 84 equivalent
Cα atoms. The structure and topological organization of BslA
and β-2 microglobulin are compared in Fig. 5.
An additional, albeit smaller, three-stranded β-sheet (β-strands

CAP1, CAP2, and CAP3) straddles the two main β-sheet faces
and is positioned above the Ig fold (Fig. 5 A and C), forming an
almost flat surface. The third β-strand (CAP3) is a transient
β-strand because it only forms part of the β-sheet in some of the
monomers in the asymmetric unit (PDB ID code 4bhu). Com-
parison with other Ig proteins reveals that this β-sheet cap is
unique to BslA. Strikingly, this region displays numerous solvent-
exposed hydrophobic amino acids (Fig. 5 C and E). These un-
usual exposed hydrophobic amino acids are masked from the
solvent in the crystal structure by virtue of the crystal packing
with the other nine molecules of BslA that form the asymmetric
unit (Fig. S4). This protein packing arrangement is reminiscent
of a micelle, with the hydrophobic cap orientated toward the
center of the decamer and thus excluding solvent molecules (Fig.
S4). The total surface area of BslA is ∼6,670 Å2, and the esti-
mated area of the hydrophobic patch is about 1,620 Å2 (24% of
the total surface area) (Fig. 5E). Although the BslA fold is not
similar to that of the fungal hydrophobins, the hydrophobic cap
bears remarkable physiochemical similarity with the hydrophobic

patch observed in the crystal structure of the hydrophobin HFBII
(35) (Fig. 5F). Fungal hydrophobins are known for their high
surface activity (36), with exposed hydrophobic amino acids
forming 12% of the surface of the HFBII protein (e.g., leucines,
valines, and isoleucines, as shown in Fig. 5F).

Analysis of the Hydrophobic Cap. To investigate the role of the
extensive BslA hydrophobic cap, mutations were introduced in
the coding sequence that changed each of the exposed leucines
and isoleucines in the three β-strands (CAP1, CAP2, and
CAP3) in turn to lysine. These mutations should disrupt the
hydrophobic face at each position (Fig. 6 and Table S2). In vivo
analyses of the effects of these BslA mutations on biofilm for-
mation showed that the three leucines in the middle strand
(β-strand CAP1: L76, L77, and L79) individually had the
greatest effect on BslA function in the biofilm. Heterologous
expression of these mutant alleles could not restore wild-type
biofilm formation to the bslA mutant (Fig. 6D), as evidenced by
the flat, unwrinkled biofilms that formed. In the presence of the
L77K and L79K BslA mutant proteins the colony biofilm
remained wettable by water (Fig. 6F and Table S2). The pres-
ence of BslA protein was confirmed by Western blots of all of
the complex colonies (Fig. S5 A and B) and of pellicles formed
by the CAP1 mutants (Fig. S5C). The loss of colony hydro-
phobicity was not merely due to lack of colony complexity,
because the strain possessing the L76K mutation exhibited
a morphology near that of the bslA null mutant yet retained the
nonwetting, hydrophobic nature of the wild-type colony (Fig. 6
D and F). Of the hydrophobic residues on the outer strands
(β-strands CAP2 and CAP3), only mutating the amino acids in
the central parts of the strands (L121, L123, L153, and I155)
had any effect on BslA function. Those at the outer edges of the
strands (L119 and L124) had no observable effect on the bio-
film structure or hydrophobicity (Fig. 6 A–C). Thus, the three
hydrophobic residues along the middle CAP1 strand (L76, L77,
and L79) were selected for further analyses after recombinant
proteins containing these mutations were shown by CD spec-
troscopy to fold correctly (Fig. S6).
Mutant forms of BslA containing either a conservative change

(to isoleucine) or the introduction of an isosteric negative charge
(aspartic acid) were constructed for L76, L77, and L79 and the

Fig. 3. Analysis of bslA expression by cells forming complex colonies. (A and
B) Flow cytometry analysis of expression of (A) bslA (NRS2289; 3610, sacA::
PbslA-gfp) and (B) tapA-sipW-tasA (NRS2394; 3610, sacA::PtapA-gfp) in cells
isolated from complex colonies after 18 h of growth at 37 °C. The gray-
shaded zone represents the fluorescence observed for wild-type NCIB3610
containing no gfp. (C and D) Single-cell microscopy of cells isolated from
complex colonies carrying either the (C) PbslA-gfp (NRS2289) or (D) PtapA-gfp
(NRS2394) transcriptional reporters. (Scale bars, 10 μm.)

Fig. 4. In vitro analysis of BslA self-assembly into an elastic protein film.
Pendant droplet analysis of purified BslA42–181 protein shows elastic film
formation at the protein–oil interface. (A) A 40-μL droplet of BslA42–181 (0.2
mg/mL in 25 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7) was expelled into glyceryl tri-
octanoate, and following 20 min of equilibration compressed by retraction
of 5 μL. Wrinkles formed in the neck of the drop, indicative of film forma-
tion. (B) Film relaxation after droplet compression, as measured by loss of
surface wrinkles (expressed as the reduction in normalized grayscale values).
Wild-type BslA42–181 shown by black circles; also shown are BslA42–181 con-
taining the amino acid substitutions L76K (red circles), L77K (green tri-
angles), and L79K (yellow triangles).
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fusion in E. coli. Mutation of leucine 98 to methionine was in-
troduced to aid structure determination by incorporation of ad-
ditional selenomethionine. This mutation does not affect protein
function in vivo (Fig. S3). To reduce self-assembly and aid protein
crystallization, surface lysine residues were reductively methylated
after cleavage of BslA from GST (31). Methylated BslA48–172-L98M
formed crystals in lithium sulfate solutions. Crystals of BslA
formed in space group P212121 with 10 molecules in the asym-
metric unit (Table S1). The structure was determined by a sele-
nomethionine single-wavelength anomalous dispersion experiment
to 1.9 Å resolution, and refined to an R factor of 16.5 (Rfree = 19.9)
with good stereochemistry (Table S1).
The structure of BslA consists of one 310 helix and 13 β-strands

that form two distinct faces on opposite sides of the molecule,
with strands A, B, E, and D forming one β-sheet and strands C,
F, and G creating the opposing β-sheet face (Fig. 5 A and C).
Strikingly, despite low primary sequence homology, the overall
fold clearly identifies BslA as a member of the Ig superfamily
(Fig. 5 B and D) (32). Structural homology searches using sec-
ondary-structure matching (33) reveal several members of the Ig
family that share structural features with BslA. One of the most
similar structures is the β-2 microglobulin (34) with a Z-score of
4.9 and a root mean square deviation of 2.7 Å over 84 equivalent
Cα atoms. The structure and topological organization of BslA
and β-2 microglobulin are compared in Fig. 5.
An additional, albeit smaller, three-stranded β-sheet (β-strands

CAP1, CAP2, and CAP3) straddles the two main β-sheet faces
and is positioned above the Ig fold (Fig. 5 A and C), forming an
almost flat surface. The third β-strand (CAP3) is a transient
β-strand because it only forms part of the β-sheet in some of the
monomers in the asymmetric unit (PDB ID code 4bhu). Com-
parison with other Ig proteins reveals that this β-sheet cap is
unique to BslA. Strikingly, this region displays numerous solvent-
exposed hydrophobic amino acids (Fig. 5 C and E). These un-
usual exposed hydrophobic amino acids are masked from the
solvent in the crystal structure by virtue of the crystal packing
with the other nine molecules of BslA that form the asymmetric
unit (Fig. S4). This protein packing arrangement is reminiscent
of a micelle, with the hydrophobic cap orientated toward the
center of the decamer and thus excluding solvent molecules (Fig.
S4). The total surface area of BslA is ∼6,670 Å2, and the esti-
mated area of the hydrophobic patch is about 1,620 Å2 (24% of
the total surface area) (Fig. 5E). Although the BslA fold is not
similar to that of the fungal hydrophobins, the hydrophobic cap
bears remarkable physiochemical similarity with the hydrophobic

patch observed in the crystal structure of the hydrophobin HFBII
(35) (Fig. 5F). Fungal hydrophobins are known for their high
surface activity (36), with exposed hydrophobic amino acids
forming 12% of the surface of the HFBII protein (e.g., leucines,
valines, and isoleucines, as shown in Fig. 5F).

Analysis of the Hydrophobic Cap. To investigate the role of the
extensive BslA hydrophobic cap, mutations were introduced in
the coding sequence that changed each of the exposed leucines
and isoleucines in the three β-strands (CAP1, CAP2, and
CAP3) in turn to lysine. These mutations should disrupt the
hydrophobic face at each position (Fig. 6 and Table S2). In vivo
analyses of the effects of these BslA mutations on biofilm for-
mation showed that the three leucines in the middle strand
(β-strand CAP1: L76, L77, and L79) individually had the
greatest effect on BslA function in the biofilm. Heterologous
expression of these mutant alleles could not restore wild-type
biofilm formation to the bslA mutant (Fig. 6D), as evidenced by
the flat, unwrinkled biofilms that formed. In the presence of the
L77K and L79K BslA mutant proteins the colony biofilm
remained wettable by water (Fig. 6F and Table S2). The pres-
ence of BslA protein was confirmed by Western blots of all of
the complex colonies (Fig. S5 A and B) and of pellicles formed
by the CAP1 mutants (Fig. S5C). The loss of colony hydro-
phobicity was not merely due to lack of colony complexity,
because the strain possessing the L76K mutation exhibited
a morphology near that of the bslA null mutant yet retained the
nonwetting, hydrophobic nature of the wild-type colony (Fig. 6
D and F). Of the hydrophobic residues on the outer strands
(β-strands CAP2 and CAP3), only mutating the amino acids in
the central parts of the strands (L121, L123, L153, and I155)
had any effect on BslA function. Those at the outer edges of the
strands (L119 and L124) had no observable effect on the bio-
film structure or hydrophobicity (Fig. 6 A–C). Thus, the three
hydrophobic residues along the middle CAP1 strand (L76, L77,
and L79) were selected for further analyses after recombinant
proteins containing these mutations were shown by CD spec-
troscopy to fold correctly (Fig. S6).
Mutant forms of BslA containing either a conservative change

(to isoleucine) or the introduction of an isosteric negative charge
(aspartic acid) were constructed for L76, L77, and L79 and the

Fig. 3. Analysis of bslA expression by cells forming complex colonies. (A and
B) Flow cytometry analysis of expression of (A) bslA (NRS2289; 3610, sacA::
PbslA-gfp) and (B) tapA-sipW-tasA (NRS2394; 3610, sacA::PtapA-gfp) in cells
isolated from complex colonies after 18 h of growth at 37 °C. The gray-
shaded zone represents the fluorescence observed for wild-type NCIB3610
containing no gfp. (C and D) Single-cell microscopy of cells isolated from
complex colonies carrying either the (C) PbslA-gfp (NRS2289) or (D) PtapA-gfp
(NRS2394) transcriptional reporters. (Scale bars, 10 μm.)

Fig. 4. In vitro analysis of BslA self-assembly into an elastic protein film.
Pendant droplet analysis of purified BslA42–181 protein shows elastic film
formation at the protein–oil interface. (A) A 40-μL droplet of BslA42–181 (0.2
mg/mL in 25 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7) was expelled into glyceryl tri-
octanoate, and following 20 min of equilibration compressed by retraction
of 5 μL. Wrinkles formed in the neck of the drop, indicative of film forma-
tion. (B) Film relaxation after droplet compression, as measured by loss of
surface wrinkles (expressed as the reduction in normalized grayscale values).
Wild-type BslA42–181 shown by black circles; also shown are BslA42–181 con-
taining the amino acid substitutions L76K (red circles), L77K (green tri-
angles), and L79K (yellow triangles).
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hydrophobin, although it shares neither sequence nor 
structural homology5. Fungal hydrophobins contain 
8 cysteine residues, which form a highly conserved 
series of disulfide bonds to stabilize their water-
exposed hydrophobic cap; these are absent from the 
BslA cap5,7.  

By its geometric separation into clearly defined, 
hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions, BslA can be 
viewed as a biological representation of a non-
spherical Janus particle on the nanoscale (Fig. 1C). 
Janus particles are synthesized colloids that have 
two sides with different, often opposite surface 
properties8. Non-spherical Janus colloids have 
recently engendered intense interest among 
nanoscientists, as they can adopt a wide spectrum of 
orientations at interfaces9. This characteristic bears 
great promise for their use as versatile surfactants10.  
Similar to synthetic nanocolloids, water-soluble 
biological proteins play an important role in the 
stabilization of emulsions11,12. This role hinges on 
the ability of nanoparticles to arrest demixing in an 
otherwise phase-separating mixture by occupying 
the interface between the immiscible components. 
They thereby decrease the surface tension, which 
ultimately provides the driving force for phase 
separation. The resulting emulsions are termed 
Pickering emulsions12 or bijels13. This effect, which 
we refer to as the "Pickering effect", typically causes 
a strong non-specific attraction between spherical 
particles and an interface, which for particles larger 
than a few nm exceeds Brownian forces12. While 
proteins are directed to the interface by the Pickering 
effect, their enhanced complexity can lead to richer 
behavior. For instance, when proteins adsorb to an 
interface, they often undergo large conformational 
changes up to unfolding11. As the Pickering 
interaction of proteins is often smaller than that of 
the typically larger synthetic colloids, the free 
energy change of refolding events can become 
comparable with the Pickering interaction.  
We here investigate the adsorption of BslA to a 
cyclohexane (c-hex)/water interface by multi-scale 
simulations closely linked to experiments and 
biologically relevant scenarios. The crystallographic 
BslA decamer shows slight conformational 
differences between the protein subunits5, which fall 
into two groups (Fig. S1). They are characterized by 
surface outward- or inward-facing configurations of 
the hydrophobic cap side-chains L77, L119, and 
L123 (which we refer to as BslA-Lout and BslA-Lin, 
respectively). In addition, the BslA-Lin cap is chiefly 
random-coil, whereas the BslA-Lout cap displays a 
three-stranded β-sheet (Fig. 1A, B). In experiments, 
mutations in the central cap β-strand (L76, L77, 
L795 and G8014) strongly reduce the stability and 
water-repellency of B. subtilis biofilms. We 

conducted coarse-grained molecular dynamics 
(CGMD) simulations15 of BslA-Lout and BslA-Lin 
and compared wild-type (wt)-BslA with the single 
charge mutants L76K, L77K and L79K (SI 
Methods). In our initial simulations, the proteins 
were placed into the aqueous section of a system 
filled with 65% (volume) water and 35% c-hex. All 
variants spontaneously adsorbed to the c-hex/water 
interface on short time-scales of ~40ns (Fig. 2A), 
albeit at slightly different individual rates.  

Figure 2. (A) Center of mass (COM) distance of BslA 
variants relative to the interface showing spontaneous 
adsorption to a c-hex/water interface from the aqueous 
phase. (B) Free energy of adsorption of BslA variants 
as reconstructed from force-probe CGMD simulations.  

We therefore next aimed at quantifying the free 
energy of adsorption of the variants.  The potential 
of mean force (PMF) along the interface normal, 
F(z), was calculated by using Jarzynski’s equality to 
reconstruct F(z) from an ensemble of non-
equilibrium force-probe simulations, in which BslA 
was detached from the interface and moved into the 
aqueous phase16 (SI Methods).  
Fig. 2B shows the adsorption free energy, ΔGads, of 
the BslA variants as the convergence level of F(z) 
upon increasing their separation from the interface 
(z=0). wt-BslA-Lout has a remarkably high ΔGads of 
~65 kcal/mol (Fig. 1B, magenta). This value is close 
to the calculated surface activity of fungal 
hydrophobins17. In the Lout form, the mutants L77K 
and L79K show a considerably lower ΔGads of 
~49 kcal/mol (blue) and ~50 kcal/mol (green), 

Hobley et al., PNAS, 2013
Brandani, MS et al. Langmuir, 2015
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ABSTRACT: BslA is an amphiphilic protein that forms a highly hydrophobic coat around
Bacillus subtilis biofilms, shielding the bacterial community from external aqueous solution.
It has a unique structure featuring a distinct partition between hydrophilic and
hydrophobic surfaces. This surface property is reminiscent of synthesized Janus colloids.
By investigating the behavior of BslA variants at water-cyclohexane interfaces through a set
of multiscale simulations informed by experimental data, we show that BslA indeed
represents a biological example of an ellipsoidal Janus nanoparticle, whose surface
interactions are, moreover, readily switchable. BslA contains a local conformational toggle,
which controls its global affinity for, and orientation at, water−oil interfaces. This
adaptability, together with single-point mutations, enables the fine-tuning of its solvent and
interfacial interactions, and suggests that BslA could be a basis for biotechnological
applications.

■ INTRODUCTION
The biofilm formed by Bacillus subtilis bacterial communities
features an extremely nonwetting surface, which exceeds the
water repellency of Teflon.1,2 This behavior is mainly ascribed
to a distinct layer predominantly formed by the protein BslA.3,4

Its properties are underpinned by the recently determined
crystal structure of BslA, in which a hydrophobic cap region,
which exposes an unusually extended area of hydrophobic
surface to external medium, is appended to a large polar
domain4 (Figure 1A,B). By its geometrical and functional

similarity to fungal hydrophobinsproteins that display high
intrinsic surface activity and a capability to assemble into
layersBslA has been defined as a bacterial hydrophobin,
although it differs in sequence and structure.4,5

The geometric separation into clearly defined hydrophobic
and hydrophilic regions seen in BslA is reminiscent of
nonspherical Janus particles (Figure 1C), synthesized colloids
that have two sides with different, often opposite surface
properties.6,7 Nonspherical Janus colloids have recently
engendered intense interest among scientists interested in
nanotechnology, as they can adopt a wide spectrum of
orientations at interfaces, a characteristic that bears great
promise for their use as versatile surfactants.8 Similar to
synthetic colloids, water-soluble biological proteins play an
important role in the stabilization of emulsions.9 This role
hinges on the ability of nanoparticles to arrest demixing in an
otherwise phase-separating mixture by occupying the interface
between the immiscible components. In this way, they decrease
the interfacial energy of the system, which ultimately provides
the driving force for phase separation. The resulting emulsions
are termed Pickering emulsions10 or bijels.11
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Figure 1. Crystal structure of the Lout (A) and Lin (B) conformations
of BslA (PDB ID: 4bhu;4 hydrophobic cap, yellow; polar
(immunoglobulin) domain, red). Large hydrophobic residues in the
cap are shown as blue (outer) or green sticks (inner strand) (C)
Schematic of an ellipsoidal Janus colloid at a water−oil interface (θr,
orientation angle; yellow, apolar; red, polar surface).
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air/oil
water

air/oil
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Tilting is likely to disrupt lateral interactions
Brandani, MS et al. Langmuir, 2015Figure 1.13 Free energy landscape of four BslA variants (from left to right

and top to bottom: wt-BslA-Lout, L79K-BslA-Lout, wt-BslA-Lin

and L79K-BslA-Lin) adsorbed at the interface as a function of the
position w.r.t. the interface and the orientation of the protein,
defined as the cosine of the angle between the major protein
inertia axis and the normal to the interface. The inset shows
the configuration corresponding the free energy minimum on the
surface.

Lin explores both end-on and side-on orientations, and its L79K mutation only

adopts the side-on orientation. Hence, these coarse-grained simulations confirm

the proposed orientational transition under a change in cap hydrophobicity.

Furthermore, the observed orientations offer an understanding for why the L79K

mutation has a milder effect on BslA-Lin than on BslA-Lout: when the protein is

in its Lin conformation, the cap is only partially exposed to the oil phase, therefore

the precise chemistry of this region should have a milder effect on the free energy

of adsorption.

Finally, we wanted to test whether the continuum model used for the adsorption

of a Janus colloid can explain the energetics and the tilting transition observed

in our molecular dynamics simulations. Fig. 1.14 shows the estimates of the

protein-solvent (EPS) and interfacial (EI) energies of the BslA variants at the

interface, as obtained directly from equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations

(see methods section). The sum of these two energy contributions is in semi-

quantitative agreement with the values obtained from our non-equilibrium pulling

simulations, which is a more accurate but also more expensive computational

method. This analysis confirms that the end-on orientation of the protein
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1) N-terminus captures interface
2) clam-shell-like opening to promote association
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Figure 1 Model for conformational change in a surfactant protein at the air/water interface

A cartoon based on the known structure of RSN-2 [7], the egg and sperm membrane-compatible surfactant protein from

the foam nests of a species of tropical frog, indicating how the compact closed form of the protein that exists in the bulk

solution might open out at the air/water interface to expose the non-polar faces of the helix and sheet segments to the air

while maintaining more polar contacts with the underlying water. Reprinted from [7], with permission.

highly charged, aspartic acid-rich C-terminal region [6,7].
RSN-2 has no equivalents in the protein databases, and so is
either a type of protein that frogs evolved separately or has
disappeared from land vertebrates.

RSN-2 expresses well in bacteria, and this allowed the
solving of its structure by protein NMR [7]. This revealed
a compact globular structure that, unexpectedly for a
surfactant, showed no evidence of discrete hydrophobic and
polar patches on the outside of the protein; such patches occur
in fungal hydrophobins, which contribute to their amphilicity
and self-assembly at the surface [9,10]. Moreover, neutron-
scattering studies showed that RSN-2 associates with the
air/water interface, and that the depth of the resultant protein
layer is less than the minimal diameter of the protein in bulk
solution [5]. It was consequently proposed that the protein
unfolds at the air/water interface, exposing an internal apolar
surface to the air, as illustrated in Figure 1. Such a mechanism
may explain RSN-2’s lack of damage to cell membranes
if the opening of the protein only occurs at an air/water
interface and not against a cell membrane; we are now testing
this unfolding hypothesis by making direct modifications to
the protein. Its membrane compatibility has already been
exploited in the construction of an artificial photosynthesis
system in which RSN-2 provided a stable foam into the walls
of which were incorporated several elements of the plant
photosynthesis system [11]. Experience with RSN-2 is now
informing our approaches to understanding how latherin
works as a surfactant, and hopefully also to explaining the
biocompatibility of both proteins.

Latherin
Latherin was originally isolated from horse sweat in the
1980s, and shown to have strong surfactant properties and

also to wet hydrophobic surfaces [2]. Because there was no
sign of any association with lipid or glycosylation, latherin’s
surfactance must, like that of hydrophobins and RSN-2, be an
intrinsic property of the protein alone. Latherin is considered
to be the cause of the foaming of the sweat of exercising
horses, which occurs predominantly where there is rubbing of
harnesses, saddles, bridles, etc., and probably also the foaming
of horse saliva. As part of our interest in biocompatible
surfactant proteins, in parallel with working on the RSNs,
we cloned cDNA-encoding latherin from horses and three
other species of geographically dispersed equids: zebras,
onagers and asses [3]. The amino acid sequences of the
proteins from all four equids were very similar, with only
slight divergences that are probably commensurate with the
relatively recent divergence of extant equids from a common
ancestor species (∼2.3 million years) [12,13]. The latherin
sequence from horses also contains stretches of amino acids
that are identical with those of two allergens from their
sweat that had been separately classified (Equ c 4 and Equ
c 5 [14], now amalgamated with the former designation),
and we found that some people that are allergic to horses
have IgE (allergic-type antibody) reactivity to latherin [3].
Immunolocalization in horse skin revealed that latherin was
present in the epithelial cells of the fundus region of sweat
glands (Figure 2), localized to granules that are likely to be
those that are lost in sweating [15]. RT (reverse transcription)–
PCR confirmed latherin transcripts not only in the skin but
also in a salivary gland, and in none of the other tissues that
we sampled [3].

Latherin and PLUNCs
The amino acid sequence of latherin allies it to the
PLUNC family, and more distantly to the larger BPI

C⃝The Authors Journal compilation C⃝2011 Biochemical Society
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Figure 1 Model for conformational change in a surfactant protein at the air/water interface

A cartoon based on the known structure of RSN-2 [7], the egg and sperm membrane-compatible surfactant protein from

the foam nests of a species of tropical frog, indicating how the compact closed form of the protein that exists in the bulk

solution might open out at the air/water interface to expose the non-polar faces of the helix and sheet segments to the air

while maintaining more polar contacts with the underlying water. Reprinted from [7], with permission.

highly charged, aspartic acid-rich C-terminal region [6,7].
RSN-2 has no equivalents in the protein databases, and so is
either a type of protein that frogs evolved separately or has
disappeared from land vertebrates.

RSN-2 expresses well in bacteria, and this allowed the
solving of its structure by protein NMR [7]. This revealed
a compact globular structure that, unexpectedly for a
surfactant, showed no evidence of discrete hydrophobic and
polar patches on the outside of the protein; such patches occur
in fungal hydrophobins, which contribute to their amphilicity
and self-assembly at the surface [9,10]. Moreover, neutron-
scattering studies showed that RSN-2 associates with the
air/water interface, and that the depth of the resultant protein
layer is less than the minimal diameter of the protein in bulk
solution [5]. It was consequently proposed that the protein
unfolds at the air/water interface, exposing an internal apolar
surface to the air, as illustrated in Figure 1. Such a mechanism
may explain RSN-2’s lack of damage to cell membranes
if the opening of the protein only occurs at an air/water
interface and not against a cell membrane; we are now testing
this unfolding hypothesis by making direct modifications to
the protein. Its membrane compatibility has already been
exploited in the construction of an artificial photosynthesis
system in which RSN-2 provided a stable foam into the walls
of which were incorporated several elements of the plant
photosynthesis system [11]. Experience with RSN-2 is now
informing our approaches to understanding how latherin
works as a surfactant, and hopefully also to explaining the
biocompatibility of both proteins.

Latherin
Latherin was originally isolated from horse sweat in the
1980s, and shown to have strong surfactant properties and

also to wet hydrophobic surfaces [2]. Because there was no
sign of any association with lipid or glycosylation, latherin’s
surfactance must, like that of hydrophobins and RSN-2, be an
intrinsic property of the protein alone. Latherin is considered
to be the cause of the foaming of the sweat of exercising
horses, which occurs predominantly where there is rubbing of
harnesses, saddles, bridles, etc., and probably also the foaming
of horse saliva. As part of our interest in biocompatible
surfactant proteins, in parallel with working on the RSNs,
we cloned cDNA-encoding latherin from horses and three
other species of geographically dispersed equids: zebras,
onagers and asses [3]. The amino acid sequences of the
proteins from all four equids were very similar, with only
slight divergences that are probably commensurate with the
relatively recent divergence of extant equids from a common
ancestor species (∼2.3 million years) [12,13]. The latherin
sequence from horses also contains stretches of amino acids
that are identical with those of two allergens from their
sweat that had been separately classified (Equ c 4 and Equ
c 5 [14], now amalgamated with the former designation),
and we found that some people that are allergic to horses
have IgE (allergic-type antibody) reactivity to latherin [3].
Immunolocalization in horse skin revealed that latherin was
present in the epithelial cells of the fundus region of sweat
glands (Figure 2), localized to granules that are likely to be
those that are lost in sweating [15]. RT (reverse transcription)–
PCR confirmed latherin transcripts not only in the skin but
also in a salivary gland, and in none of the other tissues that
we sampled [3].

Latherin and PLUNCs
The amino acid sequence of latherin allies it to the
PLUNC family, and more distantly to the larger BPI
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Testing the mechanism of Rsn2 adsorption
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Mutants:
- introduce Cys bridges to block opening
- delete N-terminus (res 1-15)

and avoid interfacial unfolding? Here we use simulations to
explore the thermodynamic driving forces of this mechanism.
Fully atomistic simulations aimed at capturing the complete
dynamics of this process are too computationally expensive.
Therefore, we develop a highly efficient, structure-based
coarse-grained model of Rsn-2 using a similar strategy to
that of Cieplak et al. (10). Our G!o-model (11,12) differs
from the latter example in that we represent the side chains
explicitly to realistically model the interaction between the
secondary structure elements of the protein and the interface,
and enable a comparison with experiments.

G!o-models have been successfully used to model com-
plex biomolecular processes such as protein oligomerization
(13) and protein-DNA interactions (14). Our results show
that Rsn-2 adsorption is a two-step process: the flexible
N-terminal tail of Rsn-2 allows the protein to first capture
the interface, which is then followed by a large-scale confor-
mational reorientation. Notably, this conformational transi-
tion is not accompanied by loss of the native secondary
structure. These results correlate well with our experimental
findings and the clam-shell model of adsorption. Impor-
tantly, we find that the structure observed at an interface is
an intermediate, arrested conformational state on the un-
folding pathway. Our results show evolution has finely tuned
the energetics of Rsn-2 adsorption to the edge of stability.
More generally, this computational model could prove
useful as a tool to understand the energetics of adsorption
and model the conformational dynamics of proteins at any
interface.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental methods

Pendant drop tensiometry

Pendant drop experiments were performed on an EasyDrop tensiometer
(Krüss, Hamburg, Germany). Rsn-2 was diluted in Milli-Q water (Milli-
pore, Billerica, MA) and immediately placed in a syringe with a needle
diameter of 1.83 mm. Images of the pendant drop are captured by a

charge-coupled device camera and Krüss software fits the Young-Laplace
equation to the drop shape to determine the interfacial tension.

Langmuir trough

A KSV-Nima Langmuir trough (Biolin Scientific, Stockholm, Sweden) was
used in these experiments with a total interfacial area of 170 mm2. Surface
pressures were measured using the Wilhelmy Plate method. Milli-Q water
(Millipore)was used as the subphase and cleaned by aspiration. Experiments
were carried out once the surface pressure remained at 0.2 mN m!1 or less
during a full compression. For each protein sample, 13 mg of material
was applied to the interface. The equilibration times for the wild-type and
the disulphide variant of Rsn-2 were 3 and 19 h, respectively.

Circular dichroism

Circular dichroism (CD) experiments were performed on a model no. 810
spectropolarimeter (JASCO,Oklahoma City, OK. Refractive index-matched
emulsions (RIMEs) weremade by first preparing a 20%v/v decane emulsion
with 0.2 mg mL!1 Rsn-2. The emulsion was mixed for 1 min using a rotor
stator at 30,000 RPM. The emulsion was washed three times to remove
any residual protein not adsorbed to an oil/water interface. This was done
by allowing the emulsion to cream, after which a portion of supernatant
was removed and replaced with buffer and then reemulsified. Finally, super-
natant was removed and replaced with glycerol such that the final wt % of
glycerol was 59%. The emulsion was then remixed for 5 min using the rotor
stator and then allowed to cream. The cream was then placed in a 1-mm
path-length quartz cuvette and the CD spectrum measured.

Coarse-grained computational model of Rsn-2

In our model each amino acid is represented by a backbone bead centered
on the Ca atom and by a side-chain bead centered on the center-of-mass of
the side-chain atoms of the residue (which is omitted in glycines). The intra-
molecular potential energy function, which depends solely on the native
conformation of the protein, is given by
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FIGURE 1 (A) Cartoon of the wild-type Rsn-2 atomistic structure, highlighting the hydrophobic side chains on the N-terminal tail (residue IDs 1–15, in
blue), and the a-helix (purple) and b-sheet (yellow) structures. The two extra disulphide bonds in the 2C-C mutant are represented by the red dotted segments.
(B) The same information as (A), but now coarse-grained (see Materials and Methods for the description of the model). We only represent the backbone beads
and the side-chain beads on the N-terminal tail; all other side-chain beads are omitted for simplicity. (C) The a-helix and b-sheet and their hydrophobic side
chains, highlighting the buried hydrophobic core between these two structural elements. To see this figure in color, go online.
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and avoid interfacial unfolding? Here we use simulations to
explore the thermodynamic driving forces of this mechanism.
Fully atomistic simulations aimed at capturing the complete
dynamics of this process are too computationally expensive.
Therefore, we develop a highly efficient, structure-based
coarse-grained model of Rsn-2 using a similar strategy to
that of Cieplak et al. (10). Our G!o-model (11,12) differs
from the latter example in that we represent the side chains
explicitly to realistically model the interaction between the
secondary structure elements of the protein and the interface,
and enable a comparison with experiments.

G!o-models have been successfully used to model com-
plex biomolecular processes such as protein oligomerization
(13) and protein-DNA interactions (14). Our results show
that Rsn-2 adsorption is a two-step process: the flexible
N-terminal tail of Rsn-2 allows the protein to first capture
the interface, which is then followed by a large-scale confor-
mational reorientation. Notably, this conformational transi-
tion is not accompanied by loss of the native secondary
structure. These results correlate well with our experimental
findings and the clam-shell model of adsorption. Impor-
tantly, we find that the structure observed at an interface is
an intermediate, arrested conformational state on the un-
folding pathway. Our results show evolution has finely tuned
the energetics of Rsn-2 adsorption to the edge of stability.
More generally, this computational model could prove
useful as a tool to understand the energetics of adsorption
and model the conformational dynamics of proteins at any
interface.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental methods

Pendant drop tensiometry

Pendant drop experiments were performed on an EasyDrop tensiometer
(Krüss, Hamburg, Germany). Rsn-2 was diluted in Milli-Q water (Milli-
pore, Billerica, MA) and immediately placed in a syringe with a needle
diameter of 1.83 mm. Images of the pendant drop are captured by a

charge-coupled device camera and Krüss software fits the Young-Laplace
equation to the drop shape to determine the interfacial tension.

Langmuir trough

A KSV-Nima Langmuir trough (Biolin Scientific, Stockholm, Sweden) was
used in these experiments with a total interfacial area of 170 mm2. Surface
pressures were measured using the Wilhelmy Plate method. Milli-Q water
(Millipore)was used as the subphase and cleaned by aspiration. Experiments
were carried out once the surface pressure remained at 0.2 mN m!1 or less
during a full compression. For each protein sample, 13 mg of material
was applied to the interface. The equilibration times for the wild-type and
the disulphide variant of Rsn-2 were 3 and 19 h, respectively.

Circular dichroism

Circular dichroism (CD) experiments were performed on a model no. 810
spectropolarimeter (JASCO,Oklahoma City, OK. Refractive index-matched
emulsions (RIMEs) weremade by first preparing a 20%v/v decane emulsion
with 0.2 mg mL!1 Rsn-2. The emulsion was mixed for 1 min using a rotor
stator at 30,000 RPM. The emulsion was washed three times to remove
any residual protein not adsorbed to an oil/water interface. This was done
by allowing the emulsion to cream, after which a portion of supernatant
was removed and replaced with buffer and then reemulsified. Finally, super-
natant was removed and replaced with glycerol such that the final wt % of
glycerol was 59%. The emulsion was then remixed for 5 min using the rotor
stator and then allowed to cream. The cream was then placed in a 1-mm
path-length quartz cuvette and the CD spectrum measured.

Coarse-grained computational model of Rsn-2

In our model each amino acid is represented by a backbone bead centered
on the Ca atom and by a side-chain bead centered on the center-of-mass of
the side-chain atoms of the residue (which is omitted in glycines). The intra-
molecular potential energy function, which depends solely on the native
conformation of the protein, is given by
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FIGURE 1 (A) Cartoon of the wild-type Rsn-2 atomistic structure, highlighting the hydrophobic side chains on the N-terminal tail (residue IDs 1–15, in
blue), and the a-helix (purple) and b-sheet (yellow) structures. The two extra disulphide bonds in the 2C-C mutant are represented by the red dotted segments.
(B) The same information as (A), but now coarse-grained (see Materials and Methods for the description of the model). We only represent the backbone beads
and the side-chain beads on the N-terminal tail; all other side-chain beads are omitted for simplicity. (C) The a-helix and b-sheet and their hydrophobic side
chains, highlighting the buried hydrophobic core between these two structural elements. To see this figure in color, go online.
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where er ¼ 100e, eq ¼ 20e, ef ¼ 0:5e, and eNC ¼ 0:01e. The equilibrium
values of bond lengths r0, angles q0, and dihedral angles f0 are computed
from the first configuration of the Rsn-2 nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) ensemble (9) (PDB: 2WGO, the parameters depend very weakly
on the precise configuration used). The attractive nonbonded interactions
(contacts) are defined between each pair of coarse-grained beads for which
any two atoms form a native contact in the NMR structure. For instance, if
residues i and j form a backbone hydrogen bond in the native structure, then
we define an attractive interaction between the coarse-grained backbone
beads of those two residues. Similarly, a salt bridge or a hydrophobic con-
tact between two side chains will correspond to an attractive interaction be-
tween those two coarse-grained side-chain beads. The native contacts are
identified from the coordinates of the heavy atoms in the NMR structure us-
ing the shadow map method (15,16) with a cutoff radius of 6 Å and shad-
owing radius of 1 Å. The strength of the contact energy eij is set according to
the following equation:

eij ¼ e
nij
Z
; (2)

where Z ¼ nBB þ nBS þ nSB þ nSS and nij is the number of native contacts
between the atoms within the coarse-grained beads i and j. The sum on the
right runs over all four possible interactions between the pair of residues to
which the beads i and j belong: backbone-backbone, backbone-sidechain,
sidechain-backbone, and sidechain-sidechain. The normalization factor Z
makes sure that the total interaction energy between any pair of residues
(with at least one native contact) is equal to E. For instance, consider a
pair of residues, k and l; if the native structure contains two native-contacts
between the backbone atoms of residue k and the backbone atoms of residue
l, and only one native contact between the backbone atoms of residue k and
the side-chain atoms of residue l, then the interaction energy between the two
coarse-grained backbone beadswill be 2=3e, whereas the energy between the
backbone bead of residue k and the side-chain bead of residue lwill be 1=3e.
This condition means that the interaction energies are distributed among the
residues in the same way as in the standard structure-based model by Clem-
enti et al. (17). For the attractive nonbonded interactions, the equilibriumdis-
tance sij is set to the distance between beads i and j in the native structure;
whereas for the repulsive nonbonded interactions (noncontacts, or nonnative
contacts), sij ¼ 0:5ðsi þ sjÞ (with s ¼ 4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nheavy=43

p
Å, where nheavy is the

number of heavy atoms belonging to the coarse-grained bead).
NMR spectroscopy could not resolve the N-terminal region (residues

1–16) of Rsn-2 due to its flexibility (9); therefore, the residues that are
part of this region do not contribute to the native contacts; there is no poten-
tial acting on the dihedral angles; and the equilibrated structure deposited
on the PDB database is only used for the calculation of the equilibrium
bond lengths and angles.

With this choice of parameters, our coarse-grainedmodel of Rsn-2 behaves
like the structure-basedmodel byClementi et al. (17). In particular, the system
is minimally frustrated, and near the folding temperature Tf the protein jumps
between folded and unfolded states (see Fig. 9B, where thevalue ofTf is iden-
tified by finding the temperature at which the protein spends one-half of the
time in the folded state and one-half in the unfolded one). We regard 0.9 Tf
as ambient temperature. At this temperature, the protein is folded in its native
configuration and we never observe unfolding events (in bulk).

The interaction between the side-chain beads of the protein and an ideal
water/oil interface perpendicular to bz is modeled by the potential:
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where sw ¼ 8 Å and riz is the distance along the bz direction between side-
chain i and the interface. A side chain is considered hydrophobic/hydrophilic

if its cyclohexane-to-water free energy of transfer (18) is positive/negative.
The interaction energy ei is proportional to the absolute value of this free en-
ergy, and the proportionality constant is set such that the sum of the attractive
hydrophobic energies equals 0:65efolding, where efolding is the sum of the con-
tact energies eij within the protein. This is the smallest attractive interaction
that introduces a qualitative change in the folding landscape of the protein,
and it provides a physical picture of the adsorption that is in agreement
with our experimental observations (see Results and Discussion). Note that
the tuning of this interaction parameter is necessary for any G!o-model
when there is an external component for the protein to interact with. For
instance, this external component could be DNA (14) or a peptide (19). In
all cases, there is experimental data that helps to guide the correct choice of
interaction parameter. Thebackbonebeads (excluding thoseof glycine,which
are treated as hydrophobic side chains) interact with the interface through a
potential with the same form as that of hydrophobic side chains, but with an
energy equal to E and a cutoff at sw, so that the force is only repulsive.

All simulations are performed in the NVT ensemble using the program
LAMMPS (20). The equations of motion are integrated using Langevin dy-
namics with a time-step dt ¼ 0:001

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m=e

p
d0 and a relaxation time of

trel ¼ 2:6
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m=e

p
d0, where m is the mass of each coarse-grained bead (all

equal) and d0 ¼ 3:8 Å is the typical bond length between consecutive back-
bone beads. Periodic boundary conditions are applied along the bx and by di-
rections, whereas a repulsive wall perpendicular to bz is placed 12 nm away
from the interface. In the simulations of spontaneous adsorption, the protein
was initially placed 6 nm away from the interface and then left to diffuse
and adsorb at the interface until the system reaches a steady state.

Free-energy profiles were computed from well-tempered metadynamics
(21) simulations. Metadynamics is a sampling method that enhances the
exploration of phase space by adding a history-dependent potential bias
to the Hamiltonian of the system. The bias depends on one or more collec-
tive variables s and it is constructed in the following way: every time t,
a Gaussian of width s, with height w, and centered at the current values
of the collective variables, is added to the bias potential; the height w is
equal to w ¼ w0e%V=kBDT , where V is the bias potential evaluated at the
current value of the collective variables, w0 is the initial Gaussian height,
and DT is a parameter with the dimension of a temperature. At long times,
the bias is related to the free energy of the system along the considered
collective variables by FðsÞ ¼ %ððT þ DTÞ=DTÞVðsÞ.

We will see in the result section that the adsorption of Rsn-2 at the inter-
face occurs via a two-step mechanism: in the first step the protein adsorbs at
the interface while maintaining its native fold, whereas in the second step it
undergoes a partial unfolding that enables the protein to expose a larger
number of hydrophobic residues to the interface. To understand the roles
of the different parts of the protein in each adsorption step, we considered
three different protein variants: the wild-type (wt), the N-terminal deletion
(d1–15), and a double disulphide bond mutant (2C-C). The specific param-
eters used for these simulations depend on the considered system and
protein mutant. In our simulations, we biased the dynamics of the system
along the following (continuous and differentiable) collective variables:

(1) dinterface, the distance between the center of mass of Rsn-216–96 (i.e.,
excluding the N-terminal tail) and the interface.

(2) dtail, the distance along the bz direction between the center-of-mass of
Rsn-216–96 and the flexible N-terminal tail (residues 1–15 for wt
Rsn-2 and 2C-C Rsn-2, and residue 16 for d1–15 Rsn-2).

(3) nnative, the number of native contacts within the protein, defined as
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(4) nnative ¼ 224 when the protein is folded in the native configuration,
whereas it approaches zero in the unfolded state.

To study the free-energy landscape of the first step of the adsorption, we
biased dinterface and dtail; the use of both coordinates for the bias is necessary
to avoid hysteresis in the reconstruction of the profile. For this step alone we
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and avoid interfacial unfolding? Here we use simulations to
explore the thermodynamic driving forces of this mechanism.
Fully atomistic simulations aimed at capturing the complete
dynamics of this process are too computationally expensive.
Therefore, we develop a highly efficient, structure-based
coarse-grained model of Rsn-2 using a similar strategy to
that of Cieplak et al. (10). Our G!o-model (11,12) differs
from the latter example in that we represent the side chains
explicitly to realistically model the interaction between the
secondary structure elements of the protein and the interface,
and enable a comparison with experiments.

G!o-models have been successfully used to model com-
plex biomolecular processes such as protein oligomerization
(13) and protein-DNA interactions (14). Our results show
that Rsn-2 adsorption is a two-step process: the flexible
N-terminal tail of Rsn-2 allows the protein to first capture
the interface, which is then followed by a large-scale confor-
mational reorientation. Notably, this conformational transi-
tion is not accompanied by loss of the native secondary
structure. These results correlate well with our experimental
findings and the clam-shell model of adsorption. Impor-
tantly, we find that the structure observed at an interface is
an intermediate, arrested conformational state on the un-
folding pathway. Our results show evolution has finely tuned
the energetics of Rsn-2 adsorption to the edge of stability.
More generally, this computational model could prove
useful as a tool to understand the energetics of adsorption
and model the conformational dynamics of proteins at any
interface.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental methods

Pendant drop tensiometry

Pendant drop experiments were performed on an EasyDrop tensiometer
(Krüss, Hamburg, Germany). Rsn-2 was diluted in Milli-Q water (Milli-
pore, Billerica, MA) and immediately placed in a syringe with a needle
diameter of 1.83 mm. Images of the pendant drop are captured by a

charge-coupled device camera and Krüss software fits the Young-Laplace
equation to the drop shape to determine the interfacial tension.

Langmuir trough

A KSV-Nima Langmuir trough (Biolin Scientific, Stockholm, Sweden) was
used in these experiments with a total interfacial area of 170 mm2. Surface
pressures were measured using the Wilhelmy Plate method. Milli-Q water
(Millipore)was used as the subphase and cleaned by aspiration. Experiments
were carried out once the surface pressure remained at 0.2 mN m!1 or less
during a full compression. For each protein sample, 13 mg of material
was applied to the interface. The equilibration times for the wild-type and
the disulphide variant of Rsn-2 were 3 and 19 h, respectively.

Circular dichroism

Circular dichroism (CD) experiments were performed on a model no. 810
spectropolarimeter (JASCO,Oklahoma City, OK. Refractive index-matched
emulsions (RIMEs) weremade by first preparing a 20%v/v decane emulsion
with 0.2 mg mL!1 Rsn-2. The emulsion was mixed for 1 min using a rotor
stator at 30,000 RPM. The emulsion was washed three times to remove
any residual protein not adsorbed to an oil/water interface. This was done
by allowing the emulsion to cream, after which a portion of supernatant
was removed and replaced with buffer and then reemulsified. Finally, super-
natant was removed and replaced with glycerol such that the final wt % of
glycerol was 59%. The emulsion was then remixed for 5 min using the rotor
stator and then allowed to cream. The cream was then placed in a 1-mm
path-length quartz cuvette and the CD spectrum measured.

Coarse-grained computational model of Rsn-2

In our model each amino acid is represented by a backbone bead centered
on the Ca atom and by a side-chain bead centered on the center-of-mass of
the side-chain atoms of the residue (which is omitted in glycines). The intra-
molecular potential energy function, which depends solely on the native
conformation of the protein, is given by
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FIGURE 1 (A) Cartoon of the wild-type Rsn-2 atomistic structure, highlighting the hydrophobic side chains on the N-terminal tail (residue IDs 1–15, in
blue), and the a-helix (purple) and b-sheet (yellow) structures. The two extra disulphide bonds in the 2C-C mutant are represented by the red dotted segments.
(B) The same information as (A), but now coarse-grained (see Materials and Methods for the description of the model). We only represent the backbone beads
and the side-chain beads on the N-terminal tail; all other side-chain beads are omitted for simplicity. (C) The a-helix and b-sheet and their hydrophobic side
chains, highlighting the buried hydrophobic core between these two structural elements. To see this figure in color, go online.
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Rsn-2 and the 2C-C mutant are very similar to that observed
for the protein in aqueous solution. Based on this experiment,
and previous work demonstrating a similar result (9), we
conclude that Rsn-2 retains its gross secondary structure
elements upon adsorption to an interface.

Simulations demonstrate Rsn-2 interfacial
adsorption is a two-step process

Interfacial adsorption of proteins is, except in rare cases,
associated with denaturation of both secondary and tertiary
structures. We have found Rsn-2 undergoes a large-scale ter-
tiary conformational reorganization at an interface, while
preserving its secondary structure. What is the energetic
landscape that governs this unusual process?

To answer this question, we turn to molecular dynamics
simulations. We developed a structure-based coarse-grained
model to investigate themolecularmechanisms and energetics
associated with Rsn-2 interfacial adsorption. We employ a
modified G!o-type model (11,12) based on the NMR structure
(PDB: 2WGO) where we have coarse-grained the protein to
include not only the Ca atom but also a side-chain bead. The
Hamiltonian includes terms to account for the hydrophobicity
or hydrophilicity of each coarse-grained side chain. This
enabled us to study the competition between internal hydro-
phobic contacts within the core of the protein and external
hydrophobic contacts between the protein and the interface.

Our molecular dynamics simulations show that the adsorp-
tion ofRsn-2 at an idealwater/oil interface proceeds via a two-
step mechanism (Fig. 6): firstly the flexible N-terminal tail
adsorbs at the interface while the rest of the protein maintains
its native fold (state 1), and then the hydrophobic core of the
protein unfolds, so that the two secondary structure elements
(one a-helix and one b-sheet) expose their hydrophobic side
chains to the interface (state 2). In the first state, most of the
interaction energy with the interface comes from the first 15
residues of the protein (Fig. 6 B). This region has a very
highhydrophobic content (6Leucines, 1 Isoleucine, and1Pro-
line) and its flexibility enables the protein to adsorb without
any barrier. These results explain the observation that Rsn-2
adsorption is diffusion-limited (Fig. 1).

On the other hand, the energy of the second state is domi-
nated by the interaction between the interface and side chains
in the globular part of the protein; reaching this state involves
breakage of interactions in the native hydrophobic core
(Fig. 6 C) and therefore crossing of a free-energy barrier. It
is interesting to note that the second step of the adsorption is
not associated with the loss of secondary structure elements
(Fig. 6 C). Importantly, both the a-helix and the b-sheet
have a well-defined hydrophobic dipole (27), and their reor-
ientation at the interface is sufficient to optimize the interac-
tions without any loss of secondary structure.

Fromour simulations, we also estimated themolecular area
of Rsn-2 at the interface as the area of the projection on the
xy-plane of the coarse-grained beads of the protein, each of

them having a diameter of 4 Å. This analysis shows that the
partial unfolding is accompanied by an increase in the molec-
ular area, which is Amol,state1 x 9.9 nm2 in the folded confor-
mation and Amol,state2 x 13.3 nm2 in the unhinged state. This
observation helps us to understand the difference between the
area occupied by wild-type Rsn-2, expected to be unfolded at
the interface, and the 2C-Cmutant, expected to be folded (the
simulations of the 2C-Cmutant, described below, confirm that
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FIGURE 6 Energetics of adsorption of Rsn-2 to an ideal interface. (A)
Schematics of the coarse-graining (CG) from the all-atom NMR structure
(AA), and typical Rsn-2 configuration at different adsorption stages: in
bulk (state 0, corresponding to the native structure); with the flexible N-ter-
minal region adsorbed at the interface (state 1); and fully adsorbed and
partially unfolded in side-view (top) and top-view (bottom) (state 2). The
N-terminal tail (residue IDs 1–15) is shown in blue, the a-helix (16–38)
in purple, the b-sheet (45–88) in yellow, and the loop (39–44) and the C-ter-
minal tail (89–96) are in gray. The interface is represented by the black
wavy line. For the coarse-grained structures we only show the Ca beads
and not the side chains. (B) Energy of interaction with the interface for a
typical adsorption event, showing the energetic contributions from the
N-terminus (residues 1–15; dashed cyan line) and the globular region of
the protein (residues 16–96; dashed blue line) to Rsn-2 adsorption (purple
line). (C) Fraction of native contacts corresponding to the a-helix and the
b-sheet (green line) and those involved in the formation of the hydrophobic
core (dashed pink line). The first adsorption step involves no loss of native
contacts, whereas the second step involves the disruption of the hydropho-
bic core while the secondary structure elements are conserved. To see this
figure in color, go online.
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for the protein in aqueous solution. Based on this experiment,
and previous work demonstrating a similar result (9), we
conclude that Rsn-2 retains its gross secondary structure
elements upon adsorption to an interface.

Simulations demonstrate Rsn-2 interfacial
adsorption is a two-step process

Interfacial adsorption of proteins is, except in rare cases,
associated with denaturation of both secondary and tertiary
structures. We have found Rsn-2 undergoes a large-scale ter-
tiary conformational reorganization at an interface, while
preserving its secondary structure. What is the energetic
landscape that governs this unusual process?

To answer this question, we turn to molecular dynamics
simulations. We developed a structure-based coarse-grained
model to investigate themolecularmechanisms and energetics
associated with Rsn-2 interfacial adsorption. We employ a
modified G!o-type model (11,12) based on the NMR structure
(PDB: 2WGO) where we have coarse-grained the protein to
include not only the Ca atom but also a side-chain bead. The
Hamiltonian includes terms to account for the hydrophobicity
or hydrophilicity of each coarse-grained side chain. This
enabled us to study the competition between internal hydro-
phobic contacts within the core of the protein and external
hydrophobic contacts between the protein and the interface.

Our molecular dynamics simulations show that the adsorp-
tion ofRsn-2 at an idealwater/oil interface proceeds via a two-
step mechanism (Fig. 6): firstly the flexible N-terminal tail
adsorbs at the interface while the rest of the protein maintains
its native fold (state 1), and then the hydrophobic core of the
protein unfolds, so that the two secondary structure elements
(one a-helix and one b-sheet) expose their hydrophobic side
chains to the interface (state 2). In the first state, most of the
interaction energy with the interface comes from the first 15
residues of the protein (Fig. 6 B). This region has a very
highhydrophobic content (6Leucines, 1 Isoleucine, and1Pro-
line) and its flexibility enables the protein to adsorb without
any barrier. These results explain the observation that Rsn-2
adsorption is diffusion-limited (Fig. 1).

On the other hand, the energy of the second state is domi-
nated by the interaction between the interface and side chains
in the globular part of the protein; reaching this state involves
breakage of interactions in the native hydrophobic core
(Fig. 6 C) and therefore crossing of a free-energy barrier. It
is interesting to note that the second step of the adsorption is
not associated with the loss of secondary structure elements
(Fig. 6 C). Importantly, both the a-helix and the b-sheet
have a well-defined hydrophobic dipole (27), and their reor-
ientation at the interface is sufficient to optimize the interac-
tions without any loss of secondary structure.

Fromour simulations, we also estimated themolecular area
of Rsn-2 at the interface as the area of the projection on the
xy-plane of the coarse-grained beads of the protein, each of

them having a diameter of 4 Å. This analysis shows that the
partial unfolding is accompanied by an increase in the molec-
ular area, which is Amol,state1 x 9.9 nm2 in the folded confor-
mation and Amol,state2 x 13.3 nm2 in the unhinged state. This
observation helps us to understand the difference between the
area occupied by wild-type Rsn-2, expected to be unfolded at
the interface, and the 2C-Cmutant, expected to be folded (the
simulations of the 2C-Cmutant, described below, confirm that
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FIGURE 6 Energetics of adsorption of Rsn-2 to an ideal interface. (A)
Schematics of the coarse-graining (CG) from the all-atom NMR structure
(AA), and typical Rsn-2 configuration at different adsorption stages: in
bulk (state 0, corresponding to the native structure); with the flexible N-ter-
minal region adsorbed at the interface (state 1); and fully adsorbed and
partially unfolded in side-view (top) and top-view (bottom) (state 2). The
N-terminal tail (residue IDs 1–15) is shown in blue, the a-helix (16–38)
in purple, the b-sheet (45–88) in yellow, and the loop (39–44) and the C-ter-
minal tail (89–96) are in gray. The interface is represented by the black
wavy line. For the coarse-grained structures we only show the Ca beads
and not the side chains. (B) Energy of interaction with the interface for a
typical adsorption event, showing the energetic contributions from the
N-terminus (residues 1–15; dashed cyan line) and the globular region of
the protein (residues 16–96; dashed blue line) to Rsn-2 adsorption (purple
line). (C) Fraction of native contacts corresponding to the a-helix and the
b-sheet (green line) and those involved in the formation of the hydrophobic
core (dashed pink line). The first adsorption step involves no loss of native
contacts, whereas the second step involves the disruption of the hydropho-
bic core while the secondary structure elements are conserved. To see this
figure in color, go online.
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conclude that Rsn-2 retains its gross secondary structure
elements upon adsorption to an interface.

Simulations demonstrate Rsn-2 interfacial
adsorption is a two-step process

Interfacial adsorption of proteins is, except in rare cases,
associated with denaturation of both secondary and tertiary
structures. We have found Rsn-2 undergoes a large-scale ter-
tiary conformational reorganization at an interface, while
preserving its secondary structure. What is the energetic
landscape that governs this unusual process?

To answer this question, we turn to molecular dynamics
simulations. We developed a structure-based coarse-grained
model to investigate themolecularmechanisms and energetics
associated with Rsn-2 interfacial adsorption. We employ a
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or hydrophilicity of each coarse-grained side chain. This
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phobic contacts within the core of the protein and external
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Our molecular dynamics simulations show that the adsorp-
tion ofRsn-2 at an idealwater/oil interface proceeds via a two-
step mechanism (Fig. 6): firstly the flexible N-terminal tail
adsorbs at the interface while the rest of the protein maintains
its native fold (state 1), and then the hydrophobic core of the
protein unfolds, so that the two secondary structure elements
(one a-helix and one b-sheet) expose their hydrophobic side
chains to the interface (state 2). In the first state, most of the
interaction energy with the interface comes from the first 15
residues of the protein (Fig. 6 B). This region has a very
highhydrophobic content (6Leucines, 1 Isoleucine, and1Pro-
line) and its flexibility enables the protein to adsorb without
any barrier. These results explain the observation that Rsn-2
adsorption is diffusion-limited (Fig. 1).

On the other hand, the energy of the second state is domi-
nated by the interaction between the interface and side chains
in the globular part of the protein; reaching this state involves
breakage of interactions in the native hydrophobic core
(Fig. 6 C) and therefore crossing of a free-energy barrier. It
is interesting to note that the second step of the adsorption is
not associated with the loss of secondary structure elements
(Fig. 6 C). Importantly, both the a-helix and the b-sheet
have a well-defined hydrophobic dipole (27), and their reor-
ientation at the interface is sufficient to optimize the interac-
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(AA), and typical Rsn-2 configuration at different adsorption stages: in
bulk (state 0, corresponding to the native structure); with the flexible N-ter-
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associated with denaturation of both secondary and tertiary
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preserving its secondary structure. What is the energetic
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(PDB: 2WGO) where we have coarse-grained the protein to
include not only the Ca atom but also a side-chain bead. The
Hamiltonian includes terms to account for the hydrophobicity
or hydrophilicity of each coarse-grained side chain. This
enabled us to study the competition between internal hydro-
phobic contacts within the core of the protein and external
hydrophobic contacts between the protein and the interface.

Our molecular dynamics simulations show that the adsorp-
tion ofRsn-2 at an idealwater/oil interface proceeds via a two-
step mechanism (Fig. 6): firstly the flexible N-terminal tail
adsorbs at the interface while the rest of the protein maintains
its native fold (state 1), and then the hydrophobic core of the
protein unfolds, so that the two secondary structure elements
(one a-helix and one b-sheet) expose their hydrophobic side
chains to the interface (state 2). In the first state, most of the
interaction energy with the interface comes from the first 15
residues of the protein (Fig. 6 B). This region has a very
highhydrophobic content (6Leucines, 1 Isoleucine, and1Pro-
line) and its flexibility enables the protein to adsorb without
any barrier. These results explain the observation that Rsn-2
adsorption is diffusion-limited (Fig. 1).

On the other hand, the energy of the second state is domi-
nated by the interaction between the interface and side chains
in the globular part of the protein; reaching this state involves
breakage of interactions in the native hydrophobic core
(Fig. 6 C) and therefore crossing of a free-energy barrier. It
is interesting to note that the second step of the adsorption is
not associated with the loss of secondary structure elements
(Fig. 6 C). Importantly, both the a-helix and the b-sheet
have a well-defined hydrophobic dipole (27), and their reor-
ientation at the interface is sufficient to optimize the interac-
tions without any loss of secondary structure.

Fromour simulations, we also estimated themolecular area
of Rsn-2 at the interface as the area of the projection on the
xy-plane of the coarse-grained beads of the protein, each of

them having a diameter of 4 Å. This analysis shows that the
partial unfolding is accompanied by an increase in the molec-
ular area, which is Amol,state1 x 9.9 nm2 in the folded confor-
mation and Amol,state2 x 13.3 nm2 in the unhinged state. This
observation helps us to understand the difference between the
area occupied by wild-type Rsn-2, expected to be unfolded at
the interface, and the 2C-Cmutant, expected to be folded (the
simulations of the 2C-Cmutant, described below, confirm that
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FIGURE 6 Energetics of adsorption of Rsn-2 to an ideal interface. (A)
Schematics of the coarse-graining (CG) from the all-atom NMR structure
(AA), and typical Rsn-2 configuration at different adsorption stages: in
bulk (state 0, corresponding to the native structure); with the flexible N-ter-
minal region adsorbed at the interface (state 1); and fully adsorbed and
partially unfolded in side-view (top) and top-view (bottom) (state 2). The
N-terminal tail (residue IDs 1–15) is shown in blue, the a-helix (16–38)
in purple, the b-sheet (45–88) in yellow, and the loop (39–44) and the C-ter-
minal tail (89–96) are in gray. The interface is represented by the black
wavy line. For the coarse-grained structures we only show the Ca beads
and not the side chains. (B) Energy of interaction with the interface for a
typical adsorption event, showing the energetic contributions from the
N-terminus (residues 1–15; dashed cyan line) and the globular region of
the protein (residues 16–96; dashed blue line) to Rsn-2 adsorption (purple
line). (C) Fraction of native contacts corresponding to the a-helix and the
b-sheet (green line) and those involved in the formation of the hydrophobic
core (dashed pink line). The first adsorption step involves no loss of native
contacts, whereas the second step involves the disruption of the hydropho-
bic core while the secondary structure elements are conserved. To see this
figure in color, go online.
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its molecular area is the same as that of wt Rsn-2 in the folded
state). Amol,state2 is in quantitative agreement with the experi-
mental molecular area for the wild-type protein, whereas
Amol,state1 is slightly higher than the value measured for the
mutant. We suggest that this difference might be due to the
fact that in the experiments not all 2C-C mutants adsorb
from the solution to the interface, because of the slower
adsorption kinetics (Fig. 3 A) and/or lower free energy of
adsorption (see later). In other words, for calculating the
area occupied, our assumption that 100% of the 2C-C mutant
has adsorbed to the interface is not correct.

Simulation of Rsn-2 variants

Next, we perform simulations on the same two mutants stud-
ied in the experiments: in the first onewe delete the first 15 res-
idues of the N-terminal tail (d1–15), and in the second we
apply two disulphide bridges between residues 19 and 46
and between residues 32 and 81. Despite the lack of many
native hydrophobic residues that were involved in the interac-
tion with the interface (see Fig. 6 B), the d1–15 mutant is still
able to adsorb; this is due to the presence of other exposed hy-
drophobic residues, namely: V16, I17, L20, F21, V78, and
V79.Visual inspection of the simulations shows that the orien-
tation of the mutant in the first step of the adsorption is the
same as that for wild-type Rsn-2. However, Fig. 7 A shows

that the d1–15 deletion greatly reduces the interaction energy
with the interface during the first adsorption state: this is only
DEd1!15;state1x! 16 kBT for the mutant, whereas it is
DEwt;state1x! 44 kBT for the wild-type. The deletion of the
tail does not affect the second step of the adsorption, corre-
sponding to the partial unfolding of the protein (Fig. 7 B).
Conversely, the introduction of the two extra disulphide bonds
does not affect the energetics of the first step of the adsorption
(Fig. 7 A), but it prevents the unfolding of the hydrophobic
core (Fig. 7 B), which explains why this mutant occupies a
smaller area at the interface than WT-Rsn-2 (Fig. 3 B). For
this mutant the adsorption is essentially arrested to the first
state, where the protein interacts with the interface through
the flexible N-terminal tail, whereas the other hydrophobic
residues are mostly buried in the protein core.

Mapping the free-energy landscape of interfacial
adsorption

To better understand the energetics of this adsorption mech-
anism, we employ the well-tempered metadynamics method
(21) to calculate the free-energy landscape of the first and
second steps, separately. Fig. 8 displays the free-energy pro-
file of the system for the first step. We calculated the free
energy as a function of the distance between the protein
and the interface. The globular core of the protein is kept
folded in the simulations to allow us to probe just this
adsorption step. The comparison between the mutants shows
that the flexible N-terminal tail is responsible for most of the
energy difference between the first adsorption state and the
bulk state, and that the deletion of the tail reduces the range
of the attraction from 4.5 nm down to 1.5 nm. This range is
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FIGURE 7 Energy of interaction with the interface (A) and fraction (B)
of hydrophobic core native contacts for typical adsorption events observed
for the d1–15 (yellow dotted lines) and 2C-C mutant (brown dashed lines).
The deletion of the flexible tail reduces the interaction energy of the first
adsorption state. The addition of the two disulphide bridges does not affect
the first step but abolishes the unfolding of the hydrophobic core resulting in
a significant reduction of the interaction energy. To see this figure in color,
go online.
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FIGURE 8 Free energy of the first step of adsorption for wt (green),
d1–15 (yellow), and 2C-C (brown) Rsn-2 as a function of the distance be-
tween the interface and the center of mass of the section of the protein com-
mon to all mutants (residues 16–96). The disulphide bridges have no effect
on the profile, whereas the tail deletion reduces the free energy of adsorp-
tion to approximately one-half. To see this figure in color, go online.
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and avoid interfacial unfolding? Here we use simulations to
explore the thermodynamic driving forces of this mechanism.
Fully atomistic simulations aimed at capturing the complete
dynamics of this process are too computationally expensive.
Therefore, we develop a highly efficient, structure-based
coarse-grained model of Rsn-2 using a similar strategy to
that of Cieplak et al. (10). Our G!o-model (11,12) differs
from the latter example in that we represent the side chains
explicitly to realistically model the interaction between the
secondary structure elements of the protein and the interface,
and enable a comparison with experiments.

G!o-models have been successfully used to model com-
plex biomolecular processes such as protein oligomerization
(13) and protein-DNA interactions (14). Our results show
that Rsn-2 adsorption is a two-step process: the flexible
N-terminal tail of Rsn-2 allows the protein to first capture
the interface, which is then followed by a large-scale confor-
mational reorientation. Notably, this conformational transi-
tion is not accompanied by loss of the native secondary
structure. These results correlate well with our experimental
findings and the clam-shell model of adsorption. Impor-
tantly, we find that the structure observed at an interface is
an intermediate, arrested conformational state on the un-
folding pathway. Our results show evolution has finely tuned
the energetics of Rsn-2 adsorption to the edge of stability.
More generally, this computational model could prove
useful as a tool to understand the energetics of adsorption
and model the conformational dynamics of proteins at any
interface.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental methods

Pendant drop tensiometry

Pendant drop experiments were performed on an EasyDrop tensiometer
(Krüss, Hamburg, Germany). Rsn-2 was diluted in Milli-Q water (Milli-
pore, Billerica, MA) and immediately placed in a syringe with a needle
diameter of 1.83 mm. Images of the pendant drop are captured by a

charge-coupled device camera and Krüss software fits the Young-Laplace
equation to the drop shape to determine the interfacial tension.

Langmuir trough

A KSV-Nima Langmuir trough (Biolin Scientific, Stockholm, Sweden) was
used in these experiments with a total interfacial area of 170 mm2. Surface
pressures were measured using the Wilhelmy Plate method. Milli-Q water
(Millipore)was used as the subphase and cleaned by aspiration. Experiments
were carried out once the surface pressure remained at 0.2 mN m!1 or less
during a full compression. For each protein sample, 13 mg of material
was applied to the interface. The equilibration times for the wild-type and
the disulphide variant of Rsn-2 were 3 and 19 h, respectively.

Circular dichroism

Circular dichroism (CD) experiments were performed on a model no. 810
spectropolarimeter (JASCO,Oklahoma City, OK. Refractive index-matched
emulsions (RIMEs) weremade by first preparing a 20%v/v decane emulsion
with 0.2 mg mL!1 Rsn-2. The emulsion was mixed for 1 min using a rotor
stator at 30,000 RPM. The emulsion was washed three times to remove
any residual protein not adsorbed to an oil/water interface. This was done
by allowing the emulsion to cream, after which a portion of supernatant
was removed and replaced with buffer and then reemulsified. Finally, super-
natant was removed and replaced with glycerol such that the final wt % of
glycerol was 59%. The emulsion was then remixed for 5 min using the rotor
stator and then allowed to cream. The cream was then placed in a 1-mm
path-length quartz cuvette and the CD spectrum measured.

Coarse-grained computational model of Rsn-2

In our model each amino acid is represented by a backbone bead centered
on the Ca atom and by a side-chain bead centered on the center-of-mass of
the side-chain atoms of the residue (which is omitted in glycines). The intra-
molecular potential energy function, which depends solely on the native
conformation of the protein, is given by
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FIGURE 1 (A) Cartoon of the wild-type Rsn-2 atomistic structure, highlighting the hydrophobic side chains on the N-terminal tail (residue IDs 1–15, in
blue), and the a-helix (purple) and b-sheet (yellow) structures. The two extra disulphide bonds in the 2C-C mutant are represented by the red dotted segments.
(B) The same information as (A), but now coarse-grained (see Materials and Methods for the description of the model). We only represent the backbone beads
and the side-chain beads on the N-terminal tail; all other side-chain beads are omitted for simplicity. (C) The a-helix and b-sheet and their hydrophobic side
chains, highlighting the buried hydrophobic core between these two structural elements. To see this figure in color, go online.
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and avoid interfacial unfolding? Here we use simulations to
explore the thermodynamic driving forces of this mechanism.
Fully atomistic simulations aimed at capturing the complete
dynamics of this process are too computationally expensive.
Therefore, we develop a highly efficient, structure-based
coarse-grained model of Rsn-2 using a similar strategy to
that of Cieplak et al. (10). Our G!o-model (11,12) differs
from the latter example in that we represent the side chains
explicitly to realistically model the interaction between the
secondary structure elements of the protein and the interface,
and enable a comparison with experiments.

G!o-models have been successfully used to model com-
plex biomolecular processes such as protein oligomerization
(13) and protein-DNA interactions (14). Our results show
that Rsn-2 adsorption is a two-step process: the flexible
N-terminal tail of Rsn-2 allows the protein to first capture
the interface, which is then followed by a large-scale confor-
mational reorientation. Notably, this conformational transi-
tion is not accompanied by loss of the native secondary
structure. These results correlate well with our experimental
findings and the clam-shell model of adsorption. Impor-
tantly, we find that the structure observed at an interface is
an intermediate, arrested conformational state on the un-
folding pathway. Our results show evolution has finely tuned
the energetics of Rsn-2 adsorption to the edge of stability.
More generally, this computational model could prove
useful as a tool to understand the energetics of adsorption
and model the conformational dynamics of proteins at any
interface.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental methods

Pendant drop tensiometry

Pendant drop experiments were performed on an EasyDrop tensiometer
(Krüss, Hamburg, Germany). Rsn-2 was diluted in Milli-Q water (Milli-
pore, Billerica, MA) and immediately placed in a syringe with a needle
diameter of 1.83 mm. Images of the pendant drop are captured by a

charge-coupled device camera and Krüss software fits the Young-Laplace
equation to the drop shape to determine the interfacial tension.

Langmuir trough

A KSV-Nima Langmuir trough (Biolin Scientific, Stockholm, Sweden) was
used in these experiments with a total interfacial area of 170 mm2. Surface
pressures were measured using the Wilhelmy Plate method. Milli-Q water
(Millipore)was used as the subphase and cleaned by aspiration. Experiments
were carried out once the surface pressure remained at 0.2 mN m!1 or less
during a full compression. For each protein sample, 13 mg of material
was applied to the interface. The equilibration times for the wild-type and
the disulphide variant of Rsn-2 were 3 and 19 h, respectively.

Circular dichroism

Circular dichroism (CD) experiments were performed on a model no. 810
spectropolarimeter (JASCO,Oklahoma City, OK. Refractive index-matched
emulsions (RIMEs) weremade by first preparing a 20%v/v decane emulsion
with 0.2 mg mL!1 Rsn-2. The emulsion was mixed for 1 min using a rotor
stator at 30,000 RPM. The emulsion was washed three times to remove
any residual protein not adsorbed to an oil/water interface. This was done
by allowing the emulsion to cream, after which a portion of supernatant
was removed and replaced with buffer and then reemulsified. Finally, super-
natant was removed and replaced with glycerol such that the final wt % of
glycerol was 59%. The emulsion was then remixed for 5 min using the rotor
stator and then allowed to cream. The cream was then placed in a 1-mm
path-length quartz cuvette and the CD spectrum measured.

Coarse-grained computational model of Rsn-2

In our model each amino acid is represented by a backbone bead centered
on the Ca atom and by a side-chain bead centered on the center-of-mass of
the side-chain atoms of the residue (which is omitted in glycines). The intra-
molecular potential energy function, which depends solely on the native
conformation of the protein, is given by
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FIGURE 1 (A) Cartoon of the wild-type Rsn-2 atomistic structure, highlighting the hydrophobic side chains on the N-terminal tail (residue IDs 1–15, in
blue), and the a-helix (purple) and b-sheet (yellow) structures. The two extra disulphide bonds in the 2C-C mutant are represented by the red dotted segments.
(B) The same information as (A), but now coarse-grained (see Materials and Methods for the description of the model). We only represent the backbone beads
and the side-chain beads on the N-terminal tail; all other side-chain beads are omitted for simplicity. (C) The a-helix and b-sheet and their hydrophobic side
chains, highlighting the buried hydrophobic core between these two structural elements. To see this figure in color, go online.
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protein mass per unit area to achieve the equivalent surface
tension change relative to wild-type Rsn-2.

If the same value of interfacial tension is reached for both
the 2C-C variant and wild-type, why do we observe different
isotherms for the 2C-C mutant and wild-type? The differ-
ence between the Langmuir trough and pendant drop exper-
iments resides in the fact that for the pendant drop
experiment, there is a large excess of protein in the bulk,
which eventually diffuses to the surface and lowers the
IFT. However, in the trough case, there is no excess in the
bulk. A limited mass of protein is applied such that all pro-
tein should only be present at the interface. Therefore, the

2C-C mutant, if it is not unhinging, should display the
isotherm we observe, i.e., an isotherm shifted to a smaller
trough area compared to the wild-type.

To study the structure of Rsn-2 at an interface, RIMEs (26)
(see Materials and Methods) of 0.2 mg mL!1 wild-type
Rsn-2 and the 2C-C variant were measured by CD.We could
not perform this experiment with the N-terminal deletion
variant due to poor emulsification, a failure that emphasizes
the importance of the N-terminal for interfacial adsorption
and activity. The result of this experiment is shown in
Fig. 5. For comparison, the CD spectrum of Rsn-2 in solution
is also shown. We find that the RIME spectra for wild-type
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FIGURE 4 Behavior of Rsn-2 variants at the air-water interface. (A) Pendant drop tensiometry of wild-type Rsn-2 (black), N-terminal deletion (red), and
2C-C mutant (blue). All concentrations were 0.01 mg mL!1. (B) Surface pressure/area isotherms for wild-type Rsn-2 (black) and the 2C-C mutant (red). This
result demonstrates that the 2C-C mutant occupies a significantly smaller area at the interface compared to wild-type. To see this figure in color, go online.
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FIGURE 5 Structure of Rsn-2 at the interface.
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and avoid interfacial unfolding? Here we use simulations to
explore the thermodynamic driving forces of this mechanism.
Fully atomistic simulations aimed at capturing the complete
dynamics of this process are too computationally expensive.
Therefore, we develop a highly efficient, structure-based
coarse-grained model of Rsn-2 using a similar strategy to
that of Cieplak et al. (10). Our G!o-model (11,12) differs
from the latter example in that we represent the side chains
explicitly to realistically model the interaction between the
secondary structure elements of the protein and the interface,
and enable a comparison with experiments.

G!o-models have been successfully used to model com-
plex biomolecular processes such as protein oligomerization
(13) and protein-DNA interactions (14). Our results show
that Rsn-2 adsorption is a two-step process: the flexible
N-terminal tail of Rsn-2 allows the protein to first capture
the interface, which is then followed by a large-scale confor-
mational reorientation. Notably, this conformational transi-
tion is not accompanied by loss of the native secondary
structure. These results correlate well with our experimental
findings and the clam-shell model of adsorption. Impor-
tantly, we find that the structure observed at an interface is
an intermediate, arrested conformational state on the un-
folding pathway. Our results show evolution has finely tuned
the energetics of Rsn-2 adsorption to the edge of stability.
More generally, this computational model could prove
useful as a tool to understand the energetics of adsorption
and model the conformational dynamics of proteins at any
interface.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental methods

Pendant drop tensiometry

Pendant drop experiments were performed on an EasyDrop tensiometer
(Krüss, Hamburg, Germany). Rsn-2 was diluted in Milli-Q water (Milli-
pore, Billerica, MA) and immediately placed in a syringe with a needle
diameter of 1.83 mm. Images of the pendant drop are captured by a

charge-coupled device camera and Krüss software fits the Young-Laplace
equation to the drop shape to determine the interfacial tension.

Langmuir trough

A KSV-Nima Langmuir trough (Biolin Scientific, Stockholm, Sweden) was
used in these experiments with a total interfacial area of 170 mm2. Surface
pressures were measured using the Wilhelmy Plate method. Milli-Q water
(Millipore)was used as the subphase and cleaned by aspiration. Experiments
were carried out once the surface pressure remained at 0.2 mN m!1 or less
during a full compression. For each protein sample, 13 mg of material
was applied to the interface. The equilibration times for the wild-type and
the disulphide variant of Rsn-2 were 3 and 19 h, respectively.

Circular dichroism

Circular dichroism (CD) experiments were performed on a model no. 810
spectropolarimeter (JASCO,Oklahoma City, OK. Refractive index-matched
emulsions (RIMEs) weremade by first preparing a 20%v/v decane emulsion
with 0.2 mg mL!1 Rsn-2. The emulsion was mixed for 1 min using a rotor
stator at 30,000 RPM. The emulsion was washed three times to remove
any residual protein not adsorbed to an oil/water interface. This was done
by allowing the emulsion to cream, after which a portion of supernatant
was removed and replaced with buffer and then reemulsified. Finally, super-
natant was removed and replaced with glycerol such that the final wt % of
glycerol was 59%. The emulsion was then remixed for 5 min using the rotor
stator and then allowed to cream. The cream was then placed in a 1-mm
path-length quartz cuvette and the CD spectrum measured.

Coarse-grained computational model of Rsn-2

In our model each amino acid is represented by a backbone bead centered
on the Ca atom and by a side-chain bead centered on the center-of-mass of
the side-chain atoms of the residue (which is omitted in glycines). The intra-
molecular potential energy function, which depends solely on the native
conformation of the protein, is given by
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FIGURE 1 (A) Cartoon of the wild-type Rsn-2 atomistic structure, highlighting the hydrophobic side chains on the N-terminal tail (residue IDs 1–15, in
blue), and the a-helix (purple) and b-sheet (yellow) structures. The two extra disulphide bonds in the 2C-C mutant are represented by the red dotted segments.
(B) The same information as (A), but now coarse-grained (see Materials and Methods for the description of the model). We only represent the backbone beads
and the side-chain beads on the N-terminal tail; all other side-chain beads are omitted for simplicity. (C) The a-helix and b-sheet and their hydrophobic side
chains, highlighting the buried hydrophobic core between these two structural elements. To see this figure in color, go online.
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protein mass per unit area to achieve the equivalent surface
tension change relative to wild-type Rsn-2.

If the same value of interfacial tension is reached for both
the 2C-C variant and wild-type, why do we observe different
isotherms for the 2C-C mutant and wild-type? The differ-
ence between the Langmuir trough and pendant drop exper-
iments resides in the fact that for the pendant drop
experiment, there is a large excess of protein in the bulk,
which eventually diffuses to the surface and lowers the
IFT. However, in the trough case, there is no excess in the
bulk. A limited mass of protein is applied such that all pro-
tein should only be present at the interface. Therefore, the

2C-C mutant, if it is not unhinging, should display the
isotherm we observe, i.e., an isotherm shifted to a smaller
trough area compared to the wild-type.

To study the structure of Rsn-2 at an interface, RIMEs (26)
(see Materials and Methods) of 0.2 mg mL!1 wild-type
Rsn-2 and the 2C-C variant were measured by CD.We could
not perform this experiment with the N-terminal deletion
variant due to poor emulsification, a failure that emphasizes
the importance of the N-terminal for interfacial adsorption
and activity. The result of this experiment is shown in
Fig. 5. For comparison, the CD spectrum of Rsn-2 in solution
is also shown. We find that the RIME spectra for wild-type
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protein mass per unit area to achieve the equivalent surface
tension change relative to wild-type Rsn-2.

If the same value of interfacial tension is reached for both
the 2C-C variant and wild-type, why do we observe different
isotherms for the 2C-C mutant and wild-type? The differ-
ence between the Langmuir trough and pendant drop exper-
iments resides in the fact that for the pendant drop
experiment, there is a large excess of protein in the bulk,
which eventually diffuses to the surface and lowers the
IFT. However, in the trough case, there is no excess in the
bulk. A limited mass of protein is applied such that all pro-
tein should only be present at the interface. Therefore, the

2C-C mutant, if it is not unhinging, should display the
isotherm we observe, i.e., an isotherm shifted to a smaller
trough area compared to the wild-type.
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(see Materials and Methods) of 0.2 mg mL!1 wild-type
Rsn-2 and the 2C-C variant were measured by CD.We could
not perform this experiment with the N-terminal deletion
variant due to poor emulsification, a failure that emphasizes
the importance of the N-terminal for interfacial adsorption
and activity. The result of this experiment is shown in
Fig. 5. For comparison, the CD spectrum of Rsn-2 in solution
is also shown. We find that the RIME spectra for wild-type
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Interface-associated state is arrested state on unfolding 
pathway

Morris, Brandani, Desai, Smith, MS, Macphee. Biophys J. 2016

defined as the distance between the free-energy minimum of
state 1 and the plateau of the bulk state (Fig. 8). This is
consistent with the result found in Fig. 4 A, where the N-ter-
minal deletion resulted in much longer initial adsorption
times, while the 2C-C mutant is identical to wild-type.

Fig. 9 A shows the three free-energy landscapes of the
wild-type protein and two mutant proteins unfolding at the
interface as a function of the distance from the interface
and the fraction of native contacts in the protein. For all three
proteins the landscapes display two free-energy minima: one
corresponding to the protein folded at the interface (state 1),
and one corresponding to the protein unfolded and whose
center of mass is closer to the interface (state 2). For wt
and d1-15 Rsn-2 the increase in energy due to the loss of
native contacts is widely compensated by the more favorable
interactions with the interface, so that state 2 represents the
global minimum of the system. On the other hand, despite
the existence of a local free-energy minimum corresponding
to the unfolded conformation, the introduction of the two
additional disulphide bonds makes the unfolding of the
core too unfavorable, and the system is trapped in its first
adsorption state. This result is in agreementwith the structure
of the 2C-C mutant at the interface being identical to the so-
lution state of wild-type Rsn-2 (Fig. 5).

It is interesting to compare the free-energy landscape of
the adsorbed protein with that of the protein in aqueous solu-
tion at the folding temperature, as a function of the fraction of
secondary structure and hydrophobic core native contacts.
Fig. 9B shows that in both cases unfolding of Rsn-2 proceeds
via the same minimum energy path, as computed using the
nudged elastic band method (28). However, at the interface
the unfolding is arrested in a state where the individual sec-
ondary structure elements are stable, whereas the hydropho-
bic contacts of the core are not. The picture that emerges is
that the structure of Rsn-2 at the interface is an arrested state
on the unfolding pathway observed in the bulk.

DISCUSSION

In this work we have demonstrated, using both experiment
and simulation, that Rsn-2 does undergo an unusual clam-
shell-like unhinging transition at an interface as first sug-
gested by Mackenzie et al. (9). Furthermore, we have shown
that Rsn-2 adsorption can be separated into two steps. First,
we found that the unstructured, flexible hydrophobic N-ter-
minal tail acts as a search mechanism, similar to the fly-cast-
ing mechanism suggested for intrinsically disordered
proteins (29), which can capture the interface without any
structural reorganization. Therefore, there is no energy
barrier and initial adsorption is only diffusion-controlled.
Second, once at the interface, Rsn-2 undergoes a transition
of its tertiary structure where the native contacts between
the a-helix and b-sheet in the native structure are replaced
by equivalent hydrophobic contacts with the surface. Inter-
estingly, however, the secondary structure is not lost, partly
due to the a-helix and the b-sheet having a well-defined
hydrophobic dipole.

While the experiments show that Rsn-2 does undergo this
unusual transition, it cannot provide an answer to how and
why, from an energetic perspective; only computational
modeling can provide an answer. Our simulations show
that the conformation Rsn-2 adopts upon adsorption to an
interface is on the edge of stability. We have shown that
this large-scale transition follows the same energetic
pathway as denaturation (Fig. 8 B). When adsorbing, the
interface acts as a perturbation that drives Rsn-2 down its
unfolding pathway, but denaturation is arrested because
the hydrophobic core contacts of the protein are energeti-
cally satisfied by the presence of the interface.

There do exist examples of other proteins that undergo a
similar limited structural rearrangement at an interface.
The apolipoproteins are the protein component of lipoprotein
complexes and are known for their role in lipid transport
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FIGURE 9 (A) Free-energy landscape of the second step of adsorption for wt (left), d1–15 (center), and 2C-C (right) Rsn-2 as a function of the distance
between the interface and the center of mass of Rsn-216–96 and the native contact fraction. (B) Comparison between the free-energy landscape of wt Rsn-2 at
the interface at ambient temperature (T ¼ 0.9 Tf, left) and in bulk at the folding temperature (T ¼ Tf, right), as a function of secondary structure and hydro-
phobic core contact fractions. (Black, green, and red curves) Three representative unbiased pathways between the two free-energy minima (corresponding to
folded and unfolded states). The inset in (B) shows the one-dimensional free-energy profile of the second adsorption step as a function of the fraction of native
core contacts, highlighting the barrier of ~6 kBT that has to be overcome for the unhinging transition. To see this figure in color, go online.
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Figure 1 Model for conformational change in a surfactant protein at the air/water interface

A cartoon based on the known structure of RSN-2 [7], the egg and sperm membrane-compatible surfactant protein from

the foam nests of a species of tropical frog, indicating how the compact closed form of the protein that exists in the bulk

solution might open out at the air/water interface to expose the non-polar faces of the helix and sheet segments to the air

while maintaining more polar contacts with the underlying water. Reprinted from [7], with permission.

highly charged, aspartic acid-rich C-terminal region [6,7].
RSN-2 has no equivalents in the protein databases, and so is
either a type of protein that frogs evolved separately or has
disappeared from land vertebrates.

RSN-2 expresses well in bacteria, and this allowed the
solving of its structure by protein NMR [7]. This revealed
a compact globular structure that, unexpectedly for a
surfactant, showed no evidence of discrete hydrophobic and
polar patches on the outside of the protein; such patches occur
in fungal hydrophobins, which contribute to their amphilicity
and self-assembly at the surface [9,10]. Moreover, neutron-
scattering studies showed that RSN-2 associates with the
air/water interface, and that the depth of the resultant protein
layer is less than the minimal diameter of the protein in bulk
solution [5]. It was consequently proposed that the protein
unfolds at the air/water interface, exposing an internal apolar
surface to the air, as illustrated in Figure 1. Such a mechanism
may explain RSN-2’s lack of damage to cell membranes
if the opening of the protein only occurs at an air/water
interface and not against a cell membrane; we are now testing
this unfolding hypothesis by making direct modifications to
the protein. Its membrane compatibility has already been
exploited in the construction of an artificial photosynthesis
system in which RSN-2 provided a stable foam into the walls
of which were incorporated several elements of the plant
photosynthesis system [11]. Experience with RSN-2 is now
informing our approaches to understanding how latherin
works as a surfactant, and hopefully also to explaining the
biocompatibility of both proteins.

Latherin
Latherin was originally isolated from horse sweat in the
1980s, and shown to have strong surfactant properties and

also to wet hydrophobic surfaces [2]. Because there was no
sign of any association with lipid or glycosylation, latherin’s
surfactance must, like that of hydrophobins and RSN-2, be an
intrinsic property of the protein alone. Latherin is considered
to be the cause of the foaming of the sweat of exercising
horses, which occurs predominantly where there is rubbing of
harnesses, saddles, bridles, etc., and probably also the foaming
of horse saliva. As part of our interest in biocompatible
surfactant proteins, in parallel with working on the RSNs,
we cloned cDNA-encoding latherin from horses and three
other species of geographically dispersed equids: zebras,
onagers and asses [3]. The amino acid sequences of the
proteins from all four equids were very similar, with only
slight divergences that are probably commensurate with the
relatively recent divergence of extant equids from a common
ancestor species (∼2.3 million years) [12,13]. The latherin
sequence from horses also contains stretches of amino acids
that are identical with those of two allergens from their
sweat that had been separately classified (Equ c 4 and Equ
c 5 [14], now amalgamated with the former designation),
and we found that some people that are allergic to horses
have IgE (allergic-type antibody) reactivity to latherin [3].
Immunolocalization in horse skin revealed that latherin was
present in the epithelial cells of the fundus region of sweat
glands (Figure 2), localized to granules that are likely to be
those that are lost in sweating [15]. RT (reverse transcription)–
PCR confirmed latherin transcripts not only in the skin but
also in a salivary gland, and in none of the other tissues that
we sampled [3].

Latherin and PLUNCs
The amino acid sequence of latherin allies it to the
PLUNC family, and more distantly to the larger BPI
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